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THE TREASURE HUNT CONTINUES! SEE PAGE 28
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Portland's FREE
news and arts weekly

Thursday
February 23, 1989

Two decades ago, a new
generation brought
new ideas to the
Old Port.
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Casco Bay Weekly

IN BRIEF:
S.D. Warren settles

,

S.D. Warren was ordered by
the Kennebec County Superior
Court Feb. 1 to pay a $98,500
fine, cool down its discharged
water, and study the polluting
effect its wastewater has on
Casco Bay. The Westbrook
paper mill was sued by the state
Jan. 25 over repeated violations
of its wastewater discharge license issued by the Maine
Department of Environmental
Protection, A similar suit by
the NationalResources Defense
Council will proceed.

Indulge!
Calorie Free

MAHP wins lift law
A national class-action lawsuit initiated by the Maine
Association of Handicapped
Persons resulted ina ruling that
all new public buses must have
wheelchair lifts. MAHP sued
U.S. Transportation Secretary
Elizabeth Dole and the U.S. Department of Transportation in
1985. On Feb. 13, 1989, the 3rd
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
in Philadelphia ruled in
MAHP's favor. "This is for
disabled people what Brown
vs. the Board of Education was
for colored people," said
Kathryn McInnis, statewide coordinator for MAHP. McInnis
hopes the case won't be appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court.

Add a bit of beautiful weight to
your ears, wrists and neck from
our special selection of vintage
and contemporary jewels.
•

Pound for pound, you'll be pleased.
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MacWilliams won't

04101 207.76, ....,

Don MacWilliams, District 3
Portland city councilor since
1970, will not stand for re-election May 2. The terms of Linda
Abromson and EstherClennott,
both councilors at large, are also
up. Three challengers have filed
for candidacy for the at-large
seats; three more for MacWilliams' chair. Candidacy papers,
available at the city clerk's office, must be filed by March 28.

IPier 1Has AReal Soft Spot

For Pads And Pillows.

Morrill's Court check

NEWS OF
TIlE WEIRD

As a result, every Pier 1is stuffed with hundreds upon hundreds of pads and

pillows in our brand new spring designs. Perfect for decorating new fumiture,
updating old furniture, or just plopping down in front of the 1V. They come
in a variety of shapes and sizes, with many pattems you 11 find only at Pier 1.
And with the largest selection of pads and pillows on the continent, you
might say that Pier 1Imports simply beats the stuffing out of everybody else.
334 Forest Ave., Portland • 773-3356
M & Th 10-8; Tu, W & F 10-6; Sat. 9-5
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Morrill's Court condos are
safe from planning board,
which Feb. 14 voted not to reconsider its approval ofthe 108unit project at traffic-packed
Morrill's Comer. The Riverton
Community Association said
it will wait until the Maine Department of Environmental
Protection finishes a review of
Morrill's Court - a couple of
weeks - to decide whether to
take court action to stop the
project.

"Maxcy Dean Filer, 58,
again flunked the California Bias Crime tackled
Bar examination in NovemA group has formed to imber and thus must remain a
prove
relations between Portpart-time clerk for one of his
land
Police
and minorities. The
two attorney sons. TheCompBias
Crime
Task Force is made
ton, Calif., city councilmemup
of
gay
and
lesbian leaders,
ber has flunked the exam twice
racial
minorities,
and physievery year since 1967.
cally
handicapped
people, as
.. After Elena Torresan
well
as
police.
made a televised appeal in
June for burglars in Treviso,
Italy, to return sentimental
New Peace Campaign
jewelry that had belonged to
The Maine Freeze Campaign
her recently killed 15-year-old
and
the Maine Peace Mission
daughter, they complied but
to form the Maine
merged
also attached a note warning
Peace
Campaign
which will
Torresan to take better care of
continue
efforts
begun
by both
the jewelry and to stop "degroups,
including
the
cruise
faming" them on TV by claimmissile
referendum
campaign.
ing that they had taken money
when they had only taken the It will also publish a quarterly
newsletter, Peace Talk. Forinfo,
jewelry.
call 772-Q680.
Chuck ShepardiAlterNet

APlace1bDisrover.-Hannah Holmes

The UNo Parking»

CBWfTonee Harbert

"Trespasser" wins $100 from tow company
Ted Pitas got his money back
from Nappi TOWing, and District Attorney Paul Aranson
wonders why more people
don't get theirs.
Pitas' car was taken from the
former Wood Products lot on
Commercial Street the evening
of Sept. 29, 1988. Nappi Towing took it to another private lot
three blocks away, and stored
it there for two hours, Pitas said.
Pitas was charged $55 for the
tow, $15 for getting the car back
at night, and $10 for storage.
Pitas filed a complaint in
Cumberland County Small
Claims Court, and Feb. 14 got a
ruling in his favor: Nappi
Towing must return his $80.
Pitas claimed he didn't know
he was trespaSSing. He stated
in his complaint that the Wood
Products' "No Parking" sign
"looks like an old piece of plywood" from a distance of more

than 10 feet.
But he didn' t need to prove
he wasn't trespassing said
Aranson. Tow truck drivers are
not law enforcement officers,
and aren't supposed to take the
law into their own hands, Aranson argued.
"Anyone can go after the
towing company in small
claims court and say, 'I never
authorized the tow, and 1want
my money back,'" said Aranson. He said he doesn't understand why more people don't
do that.
Many property owners in
Portland make a deal with a
towing company to tow cars
that park in their private lots.
But Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood said the car
owners shouldn't be paying the
tow companies to get their
property back. The property
owners can pay a tow truck to

take the car out of the lot. But to
get reimbursed from the car's
owner, they must file a complaint in civil court, he said.
"The law says you cannot
deprive someone oftheir property. Even though they're (car
owners) violating civil law
when they park on private
property, the tow trucks are
technically in violation of the
law if they tow them off," said
Chitwood. He hopes a city
towing ordinance will shrink
the towing charges, brighten
the "No Parking" signs and
avert a stampede to court.
Pitas' hearing was short and
sweet, though it took over three
months to be scheduled. Nappi
Towing c!idn't show up to
contest the charges, and the
judge didn' t even look at Pitas'
evidence - photographs of the
signs. And when Pitas got
home, there was a check from

the office of Edward R. Daggett
Jr.,NappiTowing'sattorney. It
was all there - the $80 plus the
$20 court fee.
"I was amazed," said Pitas.
"They had sent the check out
the day before. They knew they
were going to lose."
"It just wasn't worth Nappi's
time to defend the matt~r,"
Daggett said. He called It a
typical case of an irresponsible
person parking in the wrong
place, then blaming someone
else. The "No Parking" signs in
the lot are "conspiCUOUS and
easy to see," he said. He added
that the lot owner has a right to
remove the cars, and that trespassers will have to pay for the
cost of removing the car,
whether they pay the lot owner
or the truck driver. He said ~he
lot owners and tow truck dnvers are "just trying to save a
step."
-Hannah Holmes
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Refugees, slumlords part VI and
the power of the press

Portland's
counterculture
revisited
COVER STORY
by Kathy Caron
Photos by Tonee Harbert
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ART SEEN
Some reasons why Maine collectors
should stick to Maine art

PROMISING TO DO THEIR JOBS ...
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Casco Bay cleanup conundrum continues
Governor John McKernan
faced a room full of reporters
Thursday, Feb. 16, and presented an "Agenda for Action"
to stop pollution in Casco Bay but the "action" described in
McKernan's "agenda" appears
to be designed to stop lawsuits
before stopping pollution.
Although McKernan and
Dean Marriott, commissioner
ofthe Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
denied that the state plan was a
response to outside pressures,
the 16 recommended actions
presented in a spiral-bound
"Agenda for Action" bore a remarkableresemblance to all but
one of the state-level recommendations offered last October by the Boston-based Conservation Law Foundation
(CLF) in its spiral-bound
"Troubled Waters" report.
In that report, theCLFnamed
S.D. Warren 'and the Portland
Water District as the two leading polluters of Casco Bay and promised to sue if remedial actions were not taken. In
January theNaturalResources
Defens: Council filed suit in
Portland U.S. District Court
against S.D. Warren and the
CLF announced that it would
sue the Portland Water District.
Both suits were filed under
provisions ofthe federal Clean
Water Act. '

~overnor

Dean Marriott speaks; Governer John McKernan Ustens,

Among the actions called for
by the eLF report and promised by the state plan: combined
sewerage overflows (from
which stormwater carries raw
sewerage to the bay) will be
monitored and discharge licenses will be enforced; a comprehensive plan will be prepared for tl)e Casco Bay Watershed; the governor will nominate Casco Bay and the entire
Gulf of Maine as a Nationally
SignificantEstuary(whichmay
qualify the area for federal
dean-up money); and the governor will declare Casco Bay a
"Priority Waterbody" for action by state agencies.

Eleanor Dorsey, a staff scientist at the CLF, said that although the group was pleased
with the governor's response,
it would continue the lawsuit.
"We want to be in a position of
making sure that the Portland
Water District properly cleans
up its effluent," Dorsey said.
"If they (the DEP) carry
through with these plans, then
Casco Bay will be a better
place," said Dorsey. "But 1suspect it's more than they've got
in their budget right now."
Virginia Fisher of the Casco
Bay lsland Development Association shared Dorsey's concern. "We think it's great the

has c~me out pubhcly and recognized the proble~," she said. "1 .suppose it
bOlls down a questIon of how
much money we can !?et and
from where ... The DEP s problem is that they haven't had
enough people to enforce ,~he
laws alre.ady on the b~oks. .
Co~s~lOner Mamott saId
that his office was prepared ~o
handle the new plan. He saId
that ~lthough t.he state. would
prOVide !echmcal ass1Sta~c~,
loc~l. busmesses and mU~IC1pahhes WOuld. be responsl~le
f?r much oftherr own remedlahon ..But when a follow-up
queS!I?n abo~t how loc~l commumties faCing spending restrictions would pay for such
repan: was put to McKernan,
he ~ld that the state wo~ld
prOVide money for the blgticket items.
The ~ne state-level recommendatlOn offered by the eLF
and not addressed by the
"Agenda f~r Action" plan was
about funding. ~e CLF report
suggested creatmg Casco ~ay
EnvironmentalTrustFundmto
which penalties - such .as the
$98,500 S.D. Warren p~ld that
sameweek-woul~ be dIrected,
The fund would finance studies and cleanup projects in the
bay.
- Monte Paulsen
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The past and future of
the waterfront, dance performances
and an epic from Siberia
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A cast·()l New Engl'Y'd characters
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The stars'of high· school
basketball

TREASURE HUNT
C.sco Bay W. .kly is a paper
for people lIVing In or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Portland area . It is published by
Mogul Media, Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street. Portland,
Maine 04102.
Send us your event listings.
your angry letters and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive alilhal kind of stuff by
the end of the Thursday prior to
the issue in which you want it
to appear.

775·6601
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De Da heralds the
coming of spring with
100% cotton
mini-striped jumpers,
fitted short-sleeve
shirts and pull-on
shorts ... perfect for
all sizes and shapes,
for travel and
everyday wear.
Available in
springtime
shades of lilac,
ocean green
and rose. Ready
for wear now
only at Amaryllis.
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SEE DENIRO

Now On All Custom Draperies

The Lining Is Free

by
Andy

Newman
-'

A

RUN.
RUN DENIRO
RUN.

CONVERSATION WIlli

Heidi Martin

Sale Ends March 3

to get
!he FBI off his case,
!he mob off his trai/

Waverly, Schumacher, Carole, Cohama-Riverdale,
Artmarker, Anju-Woodridge.

and

'

Charles Grodin
off his back!

Drapery Experts Since 1~B6
Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41-Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101

772-4439

,

644 Congress Street, Portland in the Lafayette Town House
Between Longfellow and Congress Square. FREE Parking-Ask at our front door

•

Once again we offer our

RAISE

Fabulous February Special!

YOUR

This year's purse is 14"xlO"x4", with
wrap around webbing straps, a full length

EXPECTATIONS
Order your next
batch of letterheads
and business cards
with raised printing,
Your printing will
sing and people will
notice.

zippered pocket, zipper closure and as
usual is made of sturdy 18 oz. canvas.

"..~

$17

50
the great price of
made extra special with a
FREE MONOGRAM

at

Lt. Blue wlbeige
Beige w/navy
Med. Brown w /beige
Taupe wlbeige

A lovely treat for yourself and a thoughtful
gift for Mother's Day, a Birthday, your Hostess ...
Maybe even tuck a few away for next Christmas!
Name ______________________________________________________
A~re~ ________~------------.--------------------------------

Visa or MC # _____________ Expiration _________ Signature _________________

PRINTEX
SYSTEMS

Cotor

-- -

"Monogram __

Price

OF PORTLAND
477 CONGRESS STREET

773 .. 8001

'Mary L. Doe list as
Ml:D please underline
letter of last name.
Monogram will appear
Allow 4 weeks for

/f.,D~

Subtotal
ME Resident 5% Sales Tax
Shipping
• Total

Heidi Martin, a driving instructor at the Greater Portland Driving Academy, introduces beginning portland
drivers to parallel parking
and the three-point turn. Her
students usually are teenagers eager for their licenses
and solo trips in the family
car, but she's taught people
of all ages.
Do beginning drivers get
pretty nervous?

usually $7
in these classic rolor rombinatians
Navy wlbeige
Navy wi red
Bottle Green wi navy
Lt. Grey w/narural

Heidi Martin: "I take a lot of Pepto BtsfrU)i with me when 1 teach."

Very much so. They're not
sure of themselves. When you
get in the car with them, you
have to tell them where everything is, even the gas pedal and
the brake. Some of those kids
are so scared in the car that
they're shaking. 'It's all right,' I
say to them, 'I'm not going to
bite your head off.'
Who takes driving instruction besides 16-year-olds?

'Oh, I don't feel too good.'
equipped?
Yes. They have a foot brake what do people learning to
on .the passenger side - and it's drive have the toughest time
with?
.
used quite a bit.
Parallel parking. People have
Are quick reactions impor- the worst time with that, and
tant to do what you do?
it's the easiest thing to do.
Yes. If they're out of control Corners are hard too. They can't
for any reason, I'll say 'hands take corners. You tell them to
off,' or I'll just grab that steer- hug the curb when they're
ing wheel and drive it from my making a right-hand tum, and
they go out to the corner and
side.
make this great big wild swing.
Are you a backseat driver They don't understand that
they have to stay on their own
when you're not working?
side of the street, that someone
I tell my husband how to else has the other side.
driveandhe doesn't take it very
good - we end up arguing. I do What's the difference beit to my own mother. My tween a good driver and a
mother, she tells me to be quiet. bad driver?
Usually I try to drive because
A good driver pays attention
since I started teaching dri veT's
to
the
road. A bad dri verdoesn' t
ed, I've been getting car sick if
care
what he's doing out
I'm the passenger too long. I'd
there.
They're
not reading the
never gotten car sick before.
signs,
they're
not
paying attenI've had many kids that are not
tion.
Bad
drivers
are little hottoo good, you know, it kind of
heads.
jerks you around a lot. That's
what makes me car sick. I take
a lot of Pepto Bismol with me Is Portland a good place to be
teaching people to drive?
when I teach.
Well, there are a lot of people
You take a swig of Pepto Bis- who need it out there.
mol right in the car?

"A+ material! It's thrilling...
exciting and funny! DeNiro and
Grodin are great! Two thumbs up!"

Are the cars you use specially

-Siskel & Eibert

-MCk
[HOMEVloJ}

C1988 Universal City Studios. Inc.
Artwork: C1989 MeA Home Video. Inc. All Rights Reserved.

VIDEOPORT
Free

Membership
Lower Lobby
151 MiddleSt.
Portland Mame

~
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Open

Low
Rates
7 days

7731999
-

Mon.-Th. 11-9. Fri. 11-10· Sat. 10-10 • Sun. 12-9

Second Anniversary Sale

I've had people anywhere
from age 15 up to 80. I had an
80-year-old lady who didn't
know how to drive. Her husband drove, but he died. I did
driving lessons with her for four
months, sometimL three sessions a \\-eek. She went for her
license three times, and she
Oh no, they make it in little
failed each time. She thinks it
Newman hardly ever mistakes
pills.
I just take them. The kids Andywas because of her age.
his gas pedal for his brake.
say 'What's the matter.' I say

Storewide
Lhuta and Odlo
Skiwear

78 Main Street, Yarmouth, ME • 846-6480
2.50

Winter Hours: Mon. - Fri.

10-5:30

Sat.

10-5

"
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Sala Thai

~Alf

OJ ASSES FREE.

Thai Restaurant & Lounge

1363 Washington Ave., near Northgate Portland, ME· (207) 797-0871

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Daily lunch specials for as little
as $4.50 and dinner delights
starting at only $5.50
We don't use MSG
Free Parking· Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 11 AM-1O:30 PM
Fri. & Sat. 11 AM-11 PM • Sun. 4 PM-lO:00 PM

Take out • Catering
Visa • Mastercard • American Express

WORRY FREE.

Limited to first 100 people!

MURDER MYSTERY
WEEKEND

Pearle offers an exclusive, worry~free, one-year eyeglass guarantee on
materials, workmanshIp, and accidental bteakage:t We back our glasses that
way because they're made with high-quality brand name frame; and
lenses.

•~----------------,
~One Pair. Get One Free.
COW.
•
•

bu?:!~~pa~~~~ice,}OO ~r j.

Now when}OO
a
second pair (same prescriprion) free from our specially tagged collection.
Off.r \t'\cIucW1 motl ..ngII YlI>On Ind btfoca/ preIClIQtion,
Som.lenlrH.rlCIIOfIIIj)pIy tllrnDd_r'lnlygoodforone

•
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by Joe Thomas

at

The Thomas Inn &' Playhouse
Old Route 302, So. Casco, Maine 04077
Includes:
Lodging Fri. & Sat. night
Fri. - Champagne and Hors-d'oeuvres
Sat. - Breakfast & Dinner
Prizes

•

Minimum first P"IIr pun;;r- 175 Tints. UVIPId No-5cralCh
COIIt<ngl.e 1tY..""", .. teOUIar COSt ~ QI-.....
:=::.,me~~,:~~mv.t M
I'

~.

presemed
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•• ________________
PEARLE
L
.
vIsion center

March 3 &4

•
•

~

$195 pp/do
$145 per person without lodging
NO REFUNDS

NOBODY CARES roR EYES MORE THAN PEARLE.
SOUTH PORTLAND

PORTLAND

Maine Mall

600 Congress St.

774-6382

772-8368

207·655·3292

=1988 Pearle HeaJ1hSeMC8S.lnc.

Our Super Salad Bar

u
p

IURBAN rJA. 1

Fresh Cut Lettuce, Hummus, Broccoli,
Cauliflower, Curried Rice w / Raisins,
Tabouleh, Shredded Cheese, Tbrtellini,
Cherry Tbmatoes, Carrots, Croutons,
Assorted Dressings

Choose From Two Soups Daily

$3.75

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Trading
Co. Inc.
498 Congress Street, Portlan,~
~.
~72-3932

U

LUNA O'ORO INC.

CC}me in and check out our holiday specials

~---ot Crit.
I'MAGES OF CHANGE I

Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instrumeqts
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath. 185 Water Street, Augusta

"We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Refugees

Owners' cabal

Hannah Holmes' article and
Joe Kievitt's photos (Mang So,
CBW 1/19/89) did a fine job in
introducing your readers to
Maine's Cambodian population and to Khmer culture.
I am writing to share two
additional pieces of infonnation. The first is that refugees,
Cambodian-Americans and
other Mainers (as well as people
all over the world), are becoming more and more concerned
that the Khmer Rouge under
Pol Pot may again seize power
in Cambodia and renew the
holocaust of the 1970s. Recent
reports in the U.S. media and
the film "The Killing Fields"
have made us familiar with
some of the horror at that time.
Unless the United States,
China, and the Soviet Union
work in concert for true peace
in Cambodia, there is a strong
possibility that Cambodia may
suffer a fate to which we all
have said "never again." I ask
that CBW readers join in urging our representatives and
President Bush to give this
matter the highest priority and
to work closely with other
superpowers and other political factions for a peaceful resolution.
Since 1975, Maine citizens
have welcomed nearly 3,000
refugees from 14 coun tries to a
new start in the Pine Tree State.
Refugees are arriving here
under the auspices of the Diocesan Human Relations Services' Refugee Resettlement
Program (RRP) from Southeast
Asia, the Near East and Eastern
Europe at a rate of 150-200
people per year. Maine people
serve as sponsors to newly
arriving families and individuals.Sponsorshipinvolves being
the first local friend of a refugee and providing orientation
to American culture and life in
the U.S. Church parishes, service organizations, families and
individuals have found refugee sponsorship to be a satisfying sharing experience and a
unique opportunity to learn
about both another culture and
our own. To learn more about
refugee sponsorship, contact
Rana O'Connor, RRP's Volunteer Resource Coordinator, at
871-7437.

Reflecting upon your article
on Sherman Street (CBW
1/12/89), I've found my view
of the scene coming into alanning focus.
Seventeen years ago, friends
of mine rented apartments on
Pleasant St. and Spring St. in
Portland and were forced out
to make room for the Holiday
Inn. The buildings were old,
but undeniably structurally
sound - and quite lovely, with
such a favored view ofthewater
that they inspired Nathan
Gould to write about them in
The Eastern Argus in 1910.
City functionaries obligingly
condemn buildings (under the
mantle of a federal "War on
Poverty" program, which gave
them, and the owners, a comfortable cushion for expenses
incurred in evictions and demolition).
Pamela Plumb, of Greater
Portland Landmarks, even then
seem excessively interested in
being on the inside track with
city planners and developers.
A salient impression of the
un-Pleasant Street experience
was that the owners of these
apartment buildings (who were
not entirely invisible) seemed,
with one exception, to amount
to a stable of investors, organized
by somebody else. Maybe I wasn't
listening close enough, but I
didn't hear any sound of protest from the owners of the
condemned buildings. (I am
told that the membership of
the Women's Literary Union
was not polled as to whether or
not they wanted to sell their
Federal-era brick home and
auditorium, the decision being
made by managerial types.)
Of course, the "somebody
else" was an investment group
working hand-in-hand with
same.
Certain residential areas,
meeting the criteria of this
banking/investment group,
are selected for development,
and the process is begun to get
"the package" ready for delivery to prospective buyers waiting in the wings.
Doubtless a tall in the bankers/developer's arsenal is the
use of intentional neglect (left
up to the absentee owners, already primed that "the buildings are going to be tom down

Thank you,

Y~A5tClAA-DavidAgan U
Director, Refugee Resettlement Program

anyway within five or 10
years"). Bring down a neighborhood and drive out the
holdout owners who are not in
anybody's stable. It's a continual process, I guess, that has
been going on for centuries. It
has nothing to do with democracy, only bold power, hypocrisy and greed.

-/&~fI' ~ 1~ v
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Russell DuPree
Freeport

Power
A survey has been taken,
more than once, questioning
what public office held the most
power. The position of "newscaster," or network owners,
who are the bosses of such, were
never inclnded. Yet, this is the
greatest influence on the public, because of our (we, the
common people) "channelling," pun intended, towards a regulated source of
infonnation, thought to be
important and made important,
by those who want to sell the
news, and rival their competitors with sensationalism; just
as an editor of a newspaper
would encourage his rep()rters, and, within the next step,
the circulation department, to
peddle the newspaper on the
busiest street comer.
The "busiest" people always
buy it. The "busiest" people
always talk about it. There are
so many busy people today,
that only a few people are
working. Congress, for instance, is not a cross-section that
represents the pec;>ple. Is there
a trucker representing truckers? Is there a plumber representing plumbers? Is there a
teacher representing teachers?
Is there a doctor representing
doctors? Is there a lawyer representing lawyers? Too many
represent themselves, and not
the people, which is the intention. People of the earth, fanners, I neglected to mention,
because that is how far away I
can get from reality, and lack of
further-back hardships and
experiences. It is people like
this that belong in Congress,
voted by others in their own
group to best represent their
interests. I was taught, in
school, that this was the way a
"Congress" was fonned.

~u. · I.hl-nf..l-~~
Ann Hilton-Sawyer

"History, by putting crisis in
perspective, supplies the antidote
to every generation's illusion
that its own problems are uniquely
oppressive." That is the view of
Arthur Schlesinger Jr. in the forward to his recent book "The Cycles
of American History."
This week's cover story is an
attempt to put an important piece
of Portland's history in perspective. ~though several of the
people interviewed lament the loss
of spirituality, expression and
social concern they shared in the
late '60s and early '70s, those who
have remained involved during the
last 20 years have retained their
vision.
Today, Portland is alive with
active neighborhood associations
and ad-hoc civic groups. In order
for the current commitment to
survive, it will need not only the
hope -- but also the help of
Portland's traditional activists.
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CONVERSATIONS WIlli OUR PAST ...
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Portland's
counterculture
revisited

I'

,

I

•

. It's been two.decades since the baby boom generation came of age. Marked by social and po_
litical upheaval, ~s generation of youth formed their own culture. Their controversial counterculture spread to cities and towns across the country. Portland's own counterculture community came
late - and stayed.
,
Many "free" or "alt~rnative" organizations were created at the end of the '60s and in the early
70s that reflected the philosophies of their youthful founders. CONCEPT was an alternative art
school where stu,dents learned directly from working artisans and craftsmen; the Good Day Market
became :?rtland s first alternative grocery store, offering whole grains and organic produce; the
Model Clties program fostered the beginnings of Portland's neighborhood organizations· and
"North Country," an alternative newspaper, featured a "slumlord of the month" award. '
~ the '70s wore on and the vitality of the counterculture began to wane, its members assimilated mto mass culture. People got married, had children, took a job, and became members of the
<:ommunity at large. But many of these now-middle-aged activists artisans seers and thinkers still
live in Portland.
'
,
We asked them a series of questions designed not only to allow them to reflect on the past, but
also to examine the Qresent and look ahead to the future. Here are their responses:

Wendy Ashley

vision. Now I've become a researcher and student. The work Ido
developed out of all that study.

Wendy Ashley is an originator and practitioner of Astro
Mythology. Originally from New York City, she grew up
in New Hampshire and Maine. She has been studying
astrology since 1963 and began teaching it in 1970 at the
Portland YWCA. Currently, she travels twice a year to
major cities across the United States lecturing and coun·
seling her private clients. She is 46 years oW and the
mother of three adult children. She lives on Peaks Island.
What have you changed
your mind about over the
last 20 years?
The only thing I've really
changed ~y ~nd about is the
way to raISe chIldren. I was an
incredibly permissiv~ parent
and now I see the dlsadvantages of that. I have always been
politically liberal and activist. If
anythingmy beliefs are stronger
now.
How do you think the next
20 years will differ from the
last 20 years?
I'll respond to that as an astrologer. In astrology, the moon
is the sign of woman. When we
landed on the moon we saw the
women's movement b~gin to
blo?mand bO?~i!1Urturmgand
canng activIties became
stronger. In astrology all these
types of activities are associated
with the moon. Our next plan is
to land on M~rs. I'~ like to tell
people to wnte theIr congressman and tell them not to go ~o
~ars. If w,e go to Mars we will
ave a maJor war holocaustthat's v.;-hat Mars IS all about.
We don t need to go to Mar~. It
would be .better to go to Jupiter
or one of Its moons.

0:

the world a better 01' worse place today than it was 20
years ago?
Spiritually - a worse place. Spiritual ethics have become
selfish, which is kind of a contradiction of terms. There's not
eno~gh love. Everybody is trying to love themselves, everything
else IS secondary. In my counseling I see a lot of suffering because
of tl1i~. We do~'t care enough about each other. My personal
value IS t~t I tit~e about 5 percent and give it to something not
tax-deductiblei like the lady on the street or a friend who needs
help with their rent.
Is

Do you think that what went on on the '60s/early '70s had

an impact on the way things are now?
Y~ I do. Just politically it had an impact on civil rights and to
begm to correct past wrongs. I believe we've turned away from
that time. I think it was a time of goodness, very humanistic.
More humane laws came out of that time, although there are
attempts to erode that impact now.

William Manning
William Manning is an artist. He is a Lewiston native who
moved to Portland in 1960 to teach at the Portland School
of Art. He left PSA and was one of the founders of CONCEPT, an unstructured alternative art school based on the
philosophy of students learning directly from working
artisans and craftsmen. Since CONCEPT closed in 1973 he
has had many shows in both New York City and Portland.
In September he will display his three-dimensional
painted wood forms at a one·man show at Barridoff
Galleries. He is 52 years oW and lives in Portland's West
End.
What have you changed your mind about over the last 20
years?
Not a helluva lot. Not really. We did what we wanted to do. I
think CONCEPT was innovative back then and would be innovative now because it isn' t being done anywhere else ... They
used to teach that way all the time. You always worked as an
apprentice with a sculptor or painter or whatever. Education in
art schools is worse now than it was back then. There are too
many academic stipulations attached to the way people are
supposed to teach. As far as education goes, CONCEPT is still
needed. More today than even back then.

How does what you are doing now relate to what you
were doing then?
. I was an astrologer in the '60s and '70s - but very much part What are the questions you're asking yourself now?
time. I was a mother then and going to school. In 1973 or '74 in
About education? I get very upset with what I see. All the
Brunswick I met Charles Ponce, who was an archetypal psy- young students are running around trying to sell their wares
chologist. I studied with him for 10 years. He transformed my before they even know what they are doing. They don't have the

<

•

.

,
foggiest idea of what it means to be a painter or sculptor or a
craftsman and they're out there trying to sell their wares. I find
that extremely upsetting. They get out of art school and all think
they're artists.
I had a show in Portland this past year. A couple of art students
came up to talk to me. If I didn't know it was 1988 I would swear
it was the same student that confronted me in 1968. The questions were the same. The anxiety, the frustration were exactly the
same as in 1968. That amazed me! The student said, "your ideas
are so refreshing." And I said, "Yes, and these are the same ideas
I got fired for 20 years ago."

years and have two teenage ch1Wren. They described their
beginning together, and that of the store:
Peter: We got married in the fall of 1969 and left town for three
or four months, came back and started looking for something to
do -a job, a project, or something. We were living in a cold-water
flat on Clark Street. There were other people in the building. A
couple from California was there. They had a panel truck and
two kids.
Michelle: Yeah, two kids named Moonbeam or Starfish or
something.

What do you miss the most about the late '60s/early '70s?
Peter: They were right out of hip California. They had all kinds
I miss working with young people on a one-to-one basis or in
a small group. I miss the contact with young people. I think I of ideas about food and nutrition. They knew about macrobiotwould be able to help them as they helped me when I was ics, whole grains, eating seaweed. It was their idea to start a
coop ... We would put together an order list and do it something
teaching. I miss that contact, that dialogue.
like a buying club. We tried to circulate order forms, collect preIs the world a better place today than it was 20 years ago? paid orders, and then try to come up with the extra cash so that
Worse.. . After the '50s, after the abstract expressionists, we could round up a case and make bulk lot orders. That's how
people discovered they could sell anything. Now money has we originally planned to stock the store - order a little extra.
As soon as we got the order forms ready, the California couple
taken over. People will go to the museum simply because of the
monetary value of the art there. People will go see the Mona Lisa took off - Portland was too cold and too archaic. We talked to
because it is worth millions - not to see the Mona Lisa, but to see Frank Akers then, he had just bought the A.C.H. Robinson paper
what millions of dollars look like. Everything is dictated by warehouse and the Seaman's Chapel Building. We rented a
monetary value. People equate greatness with how much it's storefront on Market Street for $25 a month. It's now a vacant lot
worth. Students are concerned with selling their work, not halfway between Commercial and Fore Streets. Frank was a
becoming an artist. I'm an artist so I have to sell, but the work pretty sharp guy. He had a vision which most of the rest of us at
comes first. Auctions, how much paintings get, all you hear is the beginning weren't sophisticated enough to see.
money, money, money. I think that's the beginning of the end of
How do you think the next 20 years will differ from the
society.
last 20?
Do you think that whatwenton in the '60s/early '70s had an
Michelle: I hope a lot of the things people have been learning
in their different, diverging ways will somehow come together in
impacton the way things are now?
It had an impact on that small percentage of people still some sort of universal thought or feeling.
involved in the arts. People still talk about CONCEPT, it's still
Peter: There are two things facing us with a lot more intensity
controversial. As far as changing the educational system, obviously it hasn't. CONCEPT lasted as long as it should last. It made than in the past 20 years. The first is that the consolidation of
its statement. And that's the end of it and then you go on. You wealth in this country is escalating. Second, our place in the
really can't recreate it. The idea is needed today. But you can't world and our power in our world has diminished appreciably.
We aren't the shining young star any more that produces the best
duplicate what you did back then. It won't work.
stuff and has the most righteous society. The next 20 years we
will be dealing with that. The biggest issue is the environment.
Will the planet survive? Will next summer be any cooler? Is there
Peter and Michelle Stuckey
a connection between the ozone layer and the greenhouse effect
on rising temperatures and extreme cold in Alaska? That's the
Peter and Michelle Stuckey founded the Good Day Market. real thing in the next 20 years. We're on the brink of real science
fiction.
Portland's cooperative health food store. Michelle grew
up in Portland, Peter's family lived in Brunswick. Peter
What are the questions you are asking yourself now?
has been the director of the East End Children's WorkMichelle: Personally? Mid-life crisis! What am I going to do
shop for 18 years. Michelle teaches dance to chiWren
when
I am 6O? I have to think about that a little bit. I have to think
through the Casco Bay Movers, Portland School of Ballet.
and her own "Dance Magic" program. The Stuckeys, 41
continued on next paige•••
and 39 years 01d, respectively, have been married for 19

.,

F.bl'Ullry 23, 1e.e

sympathizwg with others.
1
L

Peter: Working with child care I work with families, trying to
be supportive of their growth and development. That connects
for me.
Do you subscribe to the same value system now as you did 20
years ago?
Peter: Yes, 1'd say it's the same basic system. Its application has
been somewhat altered. I'm not 23 and single with very few
outside commitments and unlimited time and energy. The values are the same. But they got applied a lot closer to home than
they did then.
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Peter and Micbelle Stuckey
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What do you miss the most about the late '60s/early '70s?
The closeness of all of us that were involved. It wasn't just
people involved in the anti-war activities. In that time period we
all felt we had a mission. It was kind of egotistical. You felt you
were ordained to change the world. We all had that feeling.

Joan Hansen

How does what you're doing now relate to what you did
theni'
I sort of talked about that. It's gone from seeing things in a
narrow way to realizing we have a responsibility to the whole
earth, that includes everything that lives on the earth. It's effected
my lifestyle, the things I buy or wear.

Joan Hansen was originally from Portland. A civil rights
and later an anti-war activist. she worked as a draft counselor at the Peace Center. At that time the center shared a
space with "North Country," Portland's alternative newspaper. She is currently an animal rights activists. She is 52
continued from p . .vloua p.g••••
years old and the mother of two adult children. She lives
about survival. Make it work. It's real personal. How am I going in the North Deering section of Portland.
to do that and feel good about it?
What have you changed your mind about in the last 20
What do you miss the most about the late '60s/early '70s? years?
Michelle: People were friendly.
I don't know if my basic values have changed but, perhaps,
I've redefined them. I used to think when I was young that it was
Peter: "A kinder, gentler nation."
much easier to change other people. I've come to see it as a much
smaller issue, as what can I do in my own life? When you're
Michelle: Yes, friendly, open, giving. People were more will- young you think you can change things rapidly.
ing to share themselves as well as anything else. They were
exdted about doing that.
How do you think the next 20 years will differ from the
past 20 yearsi'
How does what you're doing now relate to what you were
In some way I feel very pessimistic about the next 20 years. I
doing then?
guess I just think that unless priorities have changed that things
Michelle: I work with kids directly and I work with dance so will be much worse. It's very hard not to be cynical about the
I feel I'm working very holistically, mind/body/spirit. I make political system. That's where we have to see something from the
sure they have a good way of processing learning, a positive people who lead us. We really need a leader we can respect and
environment. That's all related to art, literature, music, social trust. I know that people say that Ronald Reagan made people
studies, environment, paSSion, global affairs - relating to others, feel good about themselves, but he never made me feel good. He

Winter Spring 8

What are the things you're askingyourseHnowi'
I ponder "am I doing enough?" in the sense of making a
commitment to change. A lot of my time is spent working on
animal issues and working with animals, I guess I feel guilty I'm
not working with people issues. Sometimes you get that kind of
feedback from people. But that's just what I've evolved into at
this point in my life ... I pick and choose the things I want to work
on. I've pretty much always done that - from fair housing in the
'60s to a pound seizure law acouple of years ago. That's a law that
prohibit animals in pounds to be used in experiments.

Michelle: The style might vary a little bit, but the basic stuff
always stays the same. By style I mean because there are other
commitments, you sometimes alter your style. It's not a big
compromise, but you make changes.
t \

,\

made me ashamed that someone like him could be elected.
Politically I've become cynical.

DRIVE THE BARGAIN HOME
NO EFFORT DOWN
I will find that new, used or leased cor you are searching for.

I will do the looking.
I will do the nejJotiating.
But we will malle the d.al.
It's a whole new concept in car buying.

1~~=~~~~~lt~r'~ld~S~y~OU~O_fth~e:time,
the aggravation
and it saves
you money.
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Is the world a better or worse place than it was 20 years
ago?
I don't know. That's real hard to say. We've lost our virginity
over the past 20 years. Things are more complicated, there's a lot
of feeling of hopelessness. I think the American dream has
dimmed for a lot of people. I think 20 years ago people believed
all things were possible - everybody could get a better job,
everybody could get a better home. There are lots of successful
people coming to Portland. You have all these people with
money on the one side and the rest of the people, life looks so
hopeless to them, they can't seem to get ahead.

Free in Freeport
Freeport Inn, Freeport Inn Cafe, Levinsky's,
The Skiel"s Choice, Freeport Antique Mall,
Coastline Inn, Maggie's General Store,Freeport
Variety, The Cookie Lady, Bow St. Market,
Leighton's, The Falcon Restaurant, Ben &
Jerry's, The Pantry, Kristina's Books, Sam's
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on Portlands most luxurious Brunch at the Top of the East,
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South Portland
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get angry back. I found myself after doing this for years, gradually losing patience. In a way it's egotistical. It's like "God, if these
people haven't seen the light by now I just don't want to talk to
them anymore." Seeing first hand how people reacted to the civil
rights movement and anti-war movement opened my eyes to
how much had to be done.

What part of that time period had the biggest impact on
you personallyi'
I guess there were two things - the dvil rights and anti-war
activities. I wasn't prepared for the anger, the hostility, the
radsm. When I went out gathering signatures or handing out
leaflets calling for something as mild as negotiations I was not
prepared to be spat on, having my material balled-up and
thrown at me. That really had an impact on me. I was always Kathy Caron, who made and sold "Jove beads" to help pay for her college
middle class. I didn't know. It made me realize how you could education, conducted these interviews.

THE CAR CONNECTION

,

Joan Hansen
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NAME:
Tammy Vir.
NICKNAME:
Trick-shot Tammy.
OCCUPATION:
Downstairs bartender
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BIGGEST THRILL:
Beating men, especially
at 8-ball.
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FAVORITE PASTIME:
All types of games,
especially pool and
carousing.
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FAVORITE DRINK:
Sex on the Beach.

Morro:
''I'm not happy unless you're tipping."
Meet Tammy in person only at Raoul's Downstairs B~
Mon.-Fri. noon-6 P.M.
'

UPCOMING SHOWS
February 23 - The Fools
February 24 - Savoy Truffle
February 25 - Rescheduled 80 Diddley show
March 9 - Buddy Guy & Junior Wells
March 10 - Nighthawks
March 11 - Leon Redbone
March 18 - Joe Ely

Don't Forget - Ping-Pong Tournament Mon & Tues nights
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Six years ago, when David any of the artists) called "Self
What do I like in this show?
Hitchcock hung his private as Francesco Clemente RememSpeaking of gray and black,
collection on public view in a bered (with pimples) 1985." my favorite piece is by William
suite of rooms on Congress This cutesy piece resembles Kienbusch, "To the Sea - JutStreet, the idea of a collection of some early Japanese woodcuts land 1959," lent by Bruce
I
Maine art was new in the pub- Clemente, an Italian artist who Brown. This hung in Brown's
I
lic mind.
rose to New York stardom a rather dark dining room years
I
Today, as "Collectors: Con- few years back, made in col- ago and one could almost pass
I
temporary Art from Maine laboration with a Japanese it by unnoticed. But now we
When
you
purchase
I
Collections" hangs in the Port- printer. These woodcuts were get a chance to see its full mysany
frame
at
Maine
I
land School of Art's Baxter so fine they looked like water- tery and power. Kienbusch
Professional I
Gallery on Congress Street color paintings. (I wanted to lived and painted on Cranberry
Opticians. I
(through March 5), I wonder if buy one myself in Boston Island and has long been one of
Hurry!
Offer I
the idea has lost its way.
around 1986 for $900, but Maine's most underrated artends
Feb.
28,
1989 I
In the '80s dealers and artists couldn't afford it. Must be ists, although the paintings
orrer
nOl
applicable
10
progessive
I
encouragedustocollectaswell worth about $3000 now, at have become more expensive
lens", or prior orders. No other
I
as we could, but regional col- least.) This piece in Velentgas' since he died a few years ago.
discounts apply,
I
lecting was not a well-devel- collection represents snobbery, This is what collecting is all
I
oped idea. Approaching 1990, trendiness and bad taste, none about. Brown bought this alI
regional art is finally coming of which Iassociated with Dean. mostunknownpaintingprobaI
into its own. I was '
bly because he
PROFESSIONAL
I
told the other day
liked it.! wish he'd
I
that Mr. Ainsley of
continue in that
I
way.
Sotheby's said on
980 Forest Avenue
102 Exchange Street
I
"WallStreetWeek,"
Collector Karen
Portland, ME
Po tland ME
797-9165
77~1819'
I
that regional art is
Lewis offers a piece I
I liked, a ceramic 1 ______ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ______ 1
the emerging trend.
So I was expectsculptureofa'dog'
ing something tercalled "Howl"
rific at the Baxter
made of stoneware
in 1988 by galBuilding this week.
Let me say that in
lery owner Anne
this column I try to
Weber.
find interesting subThe anonymous
jects about artists
collector has an
and what they do as
Abby Huntoon cewell as aboutthe art
ramic vase that is
so lively it looks
itself. I do not blast
away at an individlike someone is
ual artist because
..
moving it. Ilikethis
there's so little print Mary Lee Smart wttb"Goat" by Gretcben Langner.
piece because it
in Maine papers about art that
I don't expect to like every doesn't look like anyone else's
a bad review assumes dispro- piece in anyone's collection. workanditstretchesone'sidea
portionate proportions.
Mary Leigh Smart's collection of clay.
Another three dimensional
But I feel this exhibition does offers a Marjorie Moore, an
a real disservice to the collec- Abby Shahn, and a Gretchen piece I liked was "Seated Dog"
tions it represents and to the Langner, which I like; a Lan- by Bernard Langlais, 1976. I
people who have been encour- glais, a Hall~ and a Laurent, hopethiswasanearlypurchase
aging collecting for the past about which I am neutral; and by Brown, because LanglaiS,
decade.
a William Brayton, which I too, has become very expenBoth Bruce Brown and Dean don't care for. But it seems that sive in recent years.
Velentgas have moved on from in Mrs. Smart's collection there
Dean Velentgas has a good
Maine art to also collect na- is some consistency, some 1988 collage, "Passage," by
tional or international prints - guidelines (Maine art), indeed PortlandartistBetsyMeyerand
hence the title "Contemporary some point of view. I bet there a 1981 acrylic by Larry Haydn,
Art from Maine Collections." are some stunning paintings in one of the few beautifully colThey might do well to remem- her house which were omitted ored pieces we get to see.
ber the old suggestion that it's from this show.
Allofyoucollectorsoutthere
Renovation and Design
better to have a great painting
According to Velentgas, se- - young, old, potential, always
of
Fine Art Glass Windows ~!iiiiIIoo"';"-C~~~~~
by a Maine painter than a lectionsforthisexhibitionwere wanting to buy art but waiting
Since 1976
mediocre piece by a famous made by discussion and trade till you have the money - folperson. Brown's Richard off between the individual col- low your hearts and buy what
630 Forest Avenue,
Bosman print is passable; but lectors and gallery director, you like in spite of what I tell
Portland, ME
774-4154
Bosman has some wonderful Grant Jacks. The installation is you. Never think for a moment
prints,colored woodcuts about faultless, but the individual that if you don't have a Louise
six feet high (at Brooke Alexan- selections,exceptforafew, tend Nevelson or a Lichtenstein, like
der Gallery in New York). toward gray and black. It's a the anonymous collector in this
Brown also shows a Jim Dine colorless show and not one that show, that you aren't collectportraitthat is not even as good would inspire anyone to go out ing. Buy what you like; the price
as the one either he orVelentgas and collect. All of these collec- will take care of itself.
owned of a woman with a red tors have homes filled with
dress a few years ago.
irresistible pieces, I'm sure. And
Mllr.r, artist and writer, colVelentgas shows a mono- a better selection might have Sherry
lects painlings even on her Casco Bay
print by Pat Steir, "American encouraged new collectors and Weekly salary,
Bom1940,"(whichisallthein- given people a chance to see
formation we are given about some private paintings,

r-------

------- .

PRESCRIPTION LENSES

MAINE
OPTICIANS

Thursday, Friday, Saturday at 8 pm
Chapel Hall, State Street Church
159 State Street, Portland
Tickets: 773-2562

rff

44 Exchange Street

Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-4880
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Skating away ... Perfonnances of the Ice Capades
continue through Sunday at
The Civic Center. This year's
show features Olympic and
World Silver Medalist Elizabeth Manley, three-time
Canadian Gold Medalist
Brian Pokar and the 1988
World Ladies' Professional
Champion Vicki Heasley . .
There are nine perfonnances:
Thursday and Friday at 2 and
7:30 p.m., Saturday at 12
noon, 4 and 8 p.m., and
Sunday at 1 and 5 p.m. Tickets are $8.50-$13 and may be
ordered over the phone by
calling 775-3458 or 1-800-3838080.
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The Richard Bull Dance
Theatre gives an
infonnal perfonnance
of improvisational
work tonight at
Bowdoin and
tomorrow
at the Ram
Island Dance
studio
atPPAC.
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Bull has worked as a
The comedy is about the
jazz pianist, and was a chore- tragedy of a young couple
ographer, dancer and the
breaking up despite their
director of the New York
"modem" attitudes and
Chamber Dance Group before feelings. "Split" is being
he established his own comdirected by Barbara Gray,
pany in 1978. His dance has
PSC directing intern and, PSC
been described as ranging
acting interns David Wyeth
"from invigorating and funny and Jennifer Bennan portray
to somber and melancholy,
Weller's couple, Paul and
from way-out fusion to way- Sally. The perfonnance is at
down blues_" The perfonnthe Tree Cafe, 7:30 p.m.
ance at Bowdoin is at 7:30
Admission is free of charge.
p_m. in the dance studio in
If you're wondering about
Sargent Gymnasium. The
all the hype about a Bo Didpublic is welcome at no
dley show that never hapcharge, but seating is limited pened, the show was only
- that means first-corne, first- postponed. You should (we
served. The Portland perhope) find Bo tonight out at
fonnance is tomorrow at Ram Raoul's for shows at 7 and 10
Island's studio in the Portland p.m.
Perfonning Arts Center, 25A
A jazz show worth traveling
Forest A ve_ at 8 p_m. Tickets
for ... the Billy Taylor Trio
are $6, For reservations call
plays at 8 p.m. at Bates Col773-2562. Richard Bull is also lege Chapel, Lewiston. Tick. offering a improvisational
ets are $6-$8. For more infordance workshop at Ram
mation, call LA Arts at 782Island's studio tomorrow, 10 7228.
a.m.-l p.m. The cost of the
workshop is $12.

The Washington Sisters, a
singing duo from Columbus,
Ohio, will perfonn be-bop, a
cappella funk, gospel and
island rock with their partner
in crime, blues pianist
Melanie Monsur, at First
Parish Church, 425 Congress
St., Portland, Showtime is 8
p.m. Tickets are $10 in
advance (at Amadeus
Music, Entre Nous and
The Whole Grocer in
Portland; MacBei\ns
Music in Brunswick) and
$12 at the door.
The Directors' Project of
Portland Stage presents
a free perfonnance of
the first act, "At
Home," of Michael
Weller'S comedy
"Split."

The Mid Coast Jazz SOciety
celebrates its second anniversary at the Stowe House, 63
Federal St., Brunswick. This
evening's program includes a
live perfonnance by the Ed
Greenwood Trio with tenor
sax player Bob Staples, Jazz
collector Jim Phillips will
show a reel of film excerpts
featuring Cab Calloway,
Count Basie, Fats Waller and
the Delta Rhythm Boys. A
social hour and a buffet
dinner will proceed the show
at 4:30 p.m. The cost of the
dinner is $8. The jazz begins
at 6:30 p.m. For reservations,
call 725-4226.
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"The Journey of a Hero," a
The panel discussion begins
film documenting the life and
at 7:30 p.m. at Gallery 127,
ideas of Joseph Campbell.
127 Middle St., Portland, AdPanelists include Richard
mission is $3 (some of the
Hamburger, artistic director of
proceeds will benefit the
Is jazz popular in Portland,
Portland Stage; Frank Carner,
Union
of Maine Visual Arttoo? We're not sure, but every
associate professor of English
but
seating is limited.
ists),
once and a while an act is
at USM; Ann Carroll, sculptor
Call ahead to reserve, 773booked here and pe()ple
and teacher; and Wolf
3317.
attend (which makes us
Richards, a substance abuse
wonder if Portland is not
councilor. Dr. Bruce Riegel, a
hungrier for big jazz acts than
Jungian psychotherapist, will
it might seem at first glance).
moderate the panel. The
Tonight legendary pianist
forum will be held at 7 p.m. at
McCoy Tyner perfonns two
the Portland Museum of Art
shows, 7:30 and 10 p.m. at
Portland choreographer
auditorium. It is free and
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, PortSam
Costa perfonns through
open to the public. For more
land. Tyner started his first
Saturday at the State Street
artistic director of Mad Horse Herbert Coursen of Bowdoin infonnation, call Zona King at
"Revolution in Print:
band at age 15, but came of
Church Chapel Hall, 159 State
the Waynfiete School at 774"The Shawl" is about a psyFrance, 1789" is the current
College on "The New World
age under the auspices of the chic whose lover attempts to
St., Portland. Costa's dancers
5721,
exhibit at the Portland Public
as Image and Metaphor," The
great John Coltrane. Tickets
will premiere "Inverted Cow"
Poet Allen Ginsberg will
force him to cheat a woman
Library,
which examines how
reading
materials
for
the
for the show are $15 and are
and
"Softshell" as well as two
read
from
his
works
at
8
p.m.
out of her inheritance. "'Deni- program are available at the
the printed word promoted
available at Zootz and
Portland
premiere's "Rethe
Olin
Arts
Center
Conin
tity Crisis" is about a nonnal Historical SOCiety. The prothe spread of revolutionary
Amadeus Music. For ticket
treads"
and
"Working." In
girl with a wacky family, all
ideas and influenced events
gram begins at 7:30 p.m., and cert Hall, Bates College,
infonnation, call 773-8187.
addition, Costa will perfonn a
of whom are having an
is free and open to the public. Lewiston. The reading is free of the time. An opening
The Waterfront Alliance
lyrical solo work "Rememand
open
to
the
public.
identity crisis en masse. Perreception will be held at 6:45
For more infonnation, call
and city people - Mayor
The music accompabrance."
fonnances of the two plays
p.m., followed by a lecture,
774-1822.
Cheryl Leeman, chair of the
nying
Mr,
Costa's work
will be held nightly through
"Printing and the French
Waterfront Task Front Pam
Sunday at 7 p.m. with a
Revolution: Word, Image and includes everything from
Plumb, chair of the InternaTom Waits, Thelonius Monk,
Sunday matinee at 2 p.m. at
Public Opinion" by cultural
tional Marine Tenninal
zydeco and a song sung by
the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St.,
historian Randall KindleOverSight committee Esther
Marilyn Monroe. The musical
Portland, Tickets are $6, and
berger at 7:30 p.m, in the
Clenott and city council repscores for "Remembrance,"
$1 from each ticket sale will
Rines Meeting Room. Ms.
"Encouraging Neighborresentative to the Fish Ex"Retreads" and "Inverted
be donated to the Preble
KindJeberger is an independchange Peter O'Donnell- take Street Resource Center to help hood Stability," the third in
Cows" were composed by
ent scholar who lives in
Greater Portland Landmarks'
the first point of Portland's
Harry Chalmieres, who has
Portland's homeless. For res- lecture series "Preservation as
Machias. She has a Ph.D. in
24-point program seriously, A ervations, call 773-1782.
worked in collaboration with
Public Policy" is being given
French history and is curpublic meeting, "Portland
on four previous
Costa
by Charles Sullivan and Sally
rently doing work on women
Harbor: 1~90 and Beyondshows,
Performances are at 8
Zimmerman, members of the
and the enlightenment. The
The City's Progress Report"
p.m.
Tickets
are $10.50. For
Cambridge (Mass.) Historical
reception and lecture are free
will be held at 7 p.m. on
ticket infonnation, call 773COmmiSSion, who oversaw
and open to the public.
2562,
board the docked MV Longthe passage of Cambridge's
Maine artists gather tonight
fellow. The discussion will be
NRBQ is in town for people
historic district ordinance. A
to discuss" Art in America:
on the Waterfront Action Plan
who
want to get out and
historic district ordinance,
It's Past and Where Is It
and the 24-point program.
dance themselves, Men in
"Siberiade" is a Siberian
which would deter demoliHeading?" The
The Yannouth Historical
Volts opens for them tonight
epic directed by Andrei Kon- tion, new construction and
panelists, moderated at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth
SOciety is offering a historical chalovsky, whose Hollywood
changes to the exterior of
by Judith Sobel, St., Portland,
look at Maine's seafaring heri- work includes "Runaway
historic buildings, is being
include
William David
tage with the 1978 MPBN
Train" and "Maria's Lovers." sought here in Portland.
Barry,
Carlo Pittore,
documentary "Home to the
The movie was a blockbuster Sullivan and Zimmerman
John Hultberg,
Sea." The film traces Maine's in the Soviet Union until
work with both the planning
Christopher
seafaring heritage from the
rumors began that Konchaboard and property owners in
Crosman,
1600s to the present using leg- lovsky was going to defect.
Cambridge and will share
John
Laurent,
ends, excerpts from the
The epic covers the events
their experience about the
Mark Wethli,
diaries of ships' logs, and
The Portland Symphony
connected with the lives of
effectiveness of Cambridge's
Gina Werfel Orchestra tries the mambo,
stories of Maine sea captains
two families families in a
ordinance. The program is at
and samba and tango (well, not
and their families. The film is small Siberian village, from
12 noon at the First Parish
Eric
Green.
interspersed with folk music
quite) in a program "Music
the beginning of the century
Church, 425 Congress St.,
composed by Gordon Bok.
With
a Latin Beat" at Portland
through the 1960s. The major Portland. The session will
The program is at 7:30 p.m. in historical events that shook
City
Hall
Auditorium tonight
feature a slide lecture, folMerrill Memorial Library,
at 8:30 p.m. and tomorrow at
Russia are presented in s~ect lowed by discussion and
Yarmouth. It is free and open documentary inserts, "Siberi3
p.m. Some of the pieces to
questions from the audience.
to the public. For more infor- ade" will be shown at 7 p.m,
be perfonned include
Free and open to the LlUIJI..I\..,
mation, call 846-6259,
Gershwin's "Cuban Overin the Moot Court Room at
"Education and Myrnlc:al~
Two one-act plays, "The
ture," Ravel's "Bolero" (yes,
USM Portland Law School.
Journey: Spiritual Mysteries
Shawl" by Davis Mamet and
the piece that makes everyone
Admission is free.
in the Secular Classroom" is
think
of sex), Rodriguez's "La
"'Dentity Crisis" by Christo"The Land of Norumbega"
the topic of a forum, which
pher Durang are being perCumparsita,"
and "La Virgin
Outreach Program continues
will address the issue of
fonned by, a local group of
de la Macarena," featuring
tonight at the Maine Historispirituality as it relates to art
actors who have been study- cal Society with a reading and
John Schnell on trumpet.
and education. The program
ing with Michael Rafkin,
Tickets are $9-$23. For more
discussion group led by
will open with a showing of
infonnation, call 773-8191.

YOU ARE INVITED TO THE
SEASON RE-OPENING OF THE .

All 1989
Calendars
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For its third year
An exhibit of watercolors by

40% OFF

ELIOT O'HARA, N,A" A.W:S,

While they last!

HAPPY HOURS
MONDAY . DRAFT

BEERS
TUESDAY. MARGARITAS & BLOODYS
WEDNESDAY· WELL DRINKS
11IURSDAY. MARGARITAS & BLOODYS
FRIDAY , CHAMPAGNE
ALSO: $2.95 MUNCHIES

Opening: Fri. March 3. 6-9 p.m.
Open House:
Sat., March 4,11-5 p,m.
Gallery Hours:
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tues-Sat
the first two weeks of the

ackage

month; thereafter by chance

or appointment

Call 772-9605

38 Exchange St. Old Port
(207) 774-0626

See I_age 28

MOON
425 Fore St, • 871-0663

Bring Your

FEB. 22-26
WED-SAT 7,9
SAT - SUN MAT 1 SUN EVE 7

:!i-

w

t)/s and <'!>

""'_'..... _
n.n..'-'........... " - - ..

ANIMATION
-.! . . . .l . . . . . .

FEB. 25-28
SAT - SUN MAT 3
SUN EVE 9 MON-TUES 7.9

-.

McCOY TYNER fRIO

Beetlejuice

Tickets."lOOTZ & Amadeus Music

MAR. 1-4
WED- SAT 7,9
SAT MAT 1

2 Shows!
7:30 and 10 pm

VACATION
DANCE

PARTY!
Friday, Feb 24

c--:. . ~~.!;<
fo

IS

CI)i\D

1-l~birS

CHEM FREE

For the music you want at
prices you've been looking forI

8:30-2

Records, Tapes and CDs

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND. 773-8187

See I_age 28

10 EXCHANGE ST•• lOWER lEVEL
OLD PORT

*******
IGRAND OPENINGI
PSYCHIC ASTROLOGER
Mrs. Claire

Let The Stars Be Your Guide
On Love, Marriage, Business, etc."
Never-failing Help and Advice

IFYOUNEED
QUESTIONS ANSWERED
OR SOME PROBLEMS SOLVED."
",CALL TODAY

*
*
CRYSTAL RBADINGS
HALF PRICE WITH AD

Horoscope Charts. Brighton Ave.
All readings private and confidential
Call for appointment 871-7134

*******

Casco Bay
February 23. 1989
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.Iistings must be rec.lved by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publication
Ann Sitomer. 187 Clark St ....t. Portland 04102 775.6601
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Mexican JV Restaurant
~
Waterin~
Hole

/

~
Open 4 p.m. • 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon.-Fri.
§:~
.E 242 St. John St.. Union Station Plaza. Portland, ME • 874-6444 :&

~ .TIOJUAN'S~UQ6¢6fd;NH:fMARq

.•. . . .•• ·.......·.:.~IMa,~;~

•••
What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas
Maino MBlI Road, S Portland
774-1022
The_.

12:45, 2:55, 5, 7:05, 9:15
01 .....1... The CWM

1,3:10,5:15
CousIns

12:45,3,5:15,7:30,9:45

SILENT PROPHET
with BOOM SHANKA

UNUM

ItiiC'i

uB

"+'

fii!li,f.Sfll.ij'Iij·UlfM'f.5*I'
U~(JK

SILENT PROPHET
TANKI FLIP from Boston
with NO REAL NEIGHBORS
LEVI .JAMES & FRIENDS
"Beyond the Blues"

THE HOOT

FOR: THE TWO SAINTS Record Release Party -3/3
THE NEIGHBORHOODS from Boston - 3/11

lEI:) i{ll'n: (1 I a,]ii i!!1: I.ll:Sff1,1:J

•
SILVER
SCREEN

Another Woman Gena Rowlands,
Gene Hackman, Mia Farrow, and Sandy
Duncan star in Woody Allen's latest
about a middle-aged philosophy professor who suffers a lot. This is not
"Bananas:

no. Fly II

1,3:10,5:15,7:25,9:35
Three FuglUv..
1:15,3:20,5:25,7:30,9:35
•••c ....
1:30, 4, 7,9:25
W........ Olrl

7:30,9:45 only aIIor Fob 17
TwIns

1,3:15,5:25,7:35,9:45

Nickelodeon
Tornpkl and Middkl, Portland

772-9751
(no early show Mon-Thu)
Another Wom_

9 (Irom Fob 24)

Tru•••Un_

1:10, 3:30, 7, 9:15 (lhrough Fob 23)
1:20,4:20,7,9:15 (Irom Fob 24)
Bill & T..... I.c.., _ Adv._
1:30,3:20, 7:25, 9:20 (lhrough Fob 23)
1:30, 4:30, 7:15, 9:20 (Irom Fob 24)
WIz.... of Lonelines.
9:25 (Ihrough Fob 23)
D.ngerou.

uat...,.

1:15, 3:35, 7:05, 9:35 (Ihrough Fob 23)
1:25,4:10,7:05,9:35 (Irorri Fob 24)
Tep

1:25, 3:25,7:20 (Ihrough Fob 23)
Torch Song Trllogl. .

1:20, 3:45, 7:10 (Ihrough Feb 231
1:45,4:15,6:50 (Irom Fob 241
MlMI..I"", _nl ...
9:45 (Ihrough Fob 23)
1:35, 4:05, 7:20, 9:45 (Irom ~ob 24)
RalnM ...

1,3:40,6:50,9:30 (lhrough Fob 231
1:15, 4, 6:50, 9:30 (Irom Fob 241

The Movies

10 Exchango, Portland
772-9600
The 21.t Int.,lUIIlonei
Tournee of Anlm.Uon
Ihrough Fob 26

WO(Hrl B17, 9
Sal B11,7,9
SunB11,7
no. Hit
Fob 25·28
SalOl3

Sun B13 and 9
Man-Tuo at 7, 9
a ..tt.julc.
Mar 1-4

Wed-Sal 7, 9

Cousins Ted Danson and Isabella
Rossellini are in this remake of ,a
French movie about adultery. Yes, it's
in English.

Cinema City
Woslbrook Plaza
854-9116

Movies are not scheduled at press time;

call ahead 10 connrm limo.
Reln_

7,9:15
Who'.
CnImb?
7:15,9:15, weekond mal. 011:15, 3:15

H.....,

9,

Dangerous Liaisons Director
Stephen Frears has brought moviemaking back into the realm of art.
Frears builds upon the novel of Laclos
(actually, a collection of letters) and the
stage/screenplay by Christopher
Hampton to accomplish what neither
had accomplished - an overwhelming
feeling of intimacy with the story and its
characters. Glenn Close is marvelous
as the cold, calculating and painfully-inlove Marquise. Malkovitch is seductive
beyond words. If art isn't your fancy,
the story is about decadence, sex, revenge and somewhere, hidden beneath
it all, love. • recommends this one
again and again and again ...
The Fly II If David Cronen berg's remake of "The Fly' got you wondering
whose beloved might be turning into an
insect next, ponder no longer. This one
opened in time for Valentine's Day. How
nice!
Gleaming The Cube This movie,
about a kid's involvement in the investigation of a friend's murder, hails from
nowhere. The movie is rated PG-13, but
the afternoon showings indicate that
this one is most likely for kids on
February break.
Th. Hit Before Stephen Frears made
some of the best "relationship· movies
of the '80s - "My Beautiful Laundrette:
"Prick Up Your Ears: "Sammy and
Rosie Get Laid" and "Dangerous liaisons" - he made gangster flicks,
such as "Gumshoe" (1972) and "The
Hit" (1984). In "The Hit" Jolin Hurt plays
a hil man after a state witness who has
fled England for Spain. • reco mmends ...
The Home and the Wo.ld Satyajit
Ray's story of an Indian women who
falls in love with her husband's best
friend.

Picnic at Hanging Aock A haunting
visual tale from Peter Weir about the
disappearance of a group of schoolgirls
on St. Valentine's Day at the tum of the
century. The movie is based in a true
story, but there is no sense of docudrama or sensationalism. There is only
mystery . • recommends ...
Pixote is a stark and frightening story
of children in San Paulo, Brazil, directed by Hector Babenco (·Kiss of the
Spider Woman" and 'Ironweed"). The
lead roles of the child criminals were
played by street kids; the boy who
played Pixote died in the streets last
year (has his name already drifted into
obscurity?). "Pixote· would be a great
double bill with Luis Bunuel's "Los OIvidados" (The Forgotten Ones), which is
about delinquent children in Mexico
City. (And it's a red-letter week; "Los
OIvidados" airs Feb 23, 11 pm on channel 24.) .recommends ...

Aaln Man Dustin Hoffman plays an
autistic adult, Raymond Babbitt, Who
has inherited his father's estate. Tom
Cruise plays his brother Who has just
discovered his brother's existence and
has his eye on the inheritance
Unfortunately, Cruise's performance is
just good enough; he is diminutive in
the presence of Hoffman. But what is
done IS done, and .recommends you
see Hoflman's performance (everyone
has something to say about it), but be
warned - that is all you are going to
see .
Sib•• iad. A Siberian epic about two
families from the turn of the century
through the '60s directed by a Soviet
director who defected and made
"Runaway Train" here in the slates.
Tangos, The Exile of Gardel A
movie about a group of Argentine exiles
in Paris who attempt to form a
successful tango production.

wook!n1mats 81 3
1'nIe .....v ...
7,9
N.... dG...

7, weekend mal at 1

T.d_ alii..

liacellent Adv.nture

7,9, weekond mat. at I, 3

Evening Star

Tonllne Mall,1jrunswick
729-5400
The Acddent.. TowI.t

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPY HOUR
4-7 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port

84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774"3550

Beaches Bette Midler and Barbara
Hershey play lifelong friends . The
movie has its moments (about three of
them and they're not too memorable),
but it is one of those movies about a
loved one slowly dying. You get tired of
crying for a character you couldn't care
less about.
Beetlejuice Michael Keaton plays the
ghoul in this slasherlhorror flick spoof.
Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure
George Carlin is the major attraction of
this one.
Breaker Morant is from the time when
Australian directors still made Australian movies. Bruce Beresford directed this movie about the court martial of three soldiers during Boer War.
.recommends ...
The Burbs This new flick stars .favorite Tom Hanks (also an Academy
favorite for Best Actor for his role in
"Big"). It's a spool of suburban life and
although it probably won't reach the
dominion of art, it will most likely be entertaining .

7,9:15
D_erou. UeI ......
(opons Fob 241
call lor limes

Xala This movie by director Ousmane
Sembene is a farce of middle-class
Senegalese society.
Yol (the trek of life) is the story of five
Kurdish prisoners given a week's leave
to visit their families.
You Are Not Alon. is aboul friendship in a Danish boy's school directed
by Lasse Neilson and Ernest Johanssen.

Th ... e Fugitive. Martin Short's latest
comedy has one great scene at least,
which is used for the trailer. Another
remake of a French movie, a craze
which will be, we hope, short-liVed.
Torehsong Trilogy Harvey Fierstein
wrote the screenplay based on his play.
The movie includes an all-star cast:
Anne Bancroft, Matthew Broderick,
Harvey Fierstein and Brian KelWin.
Tru. B.II.ver James WOOds plays an
ex-hippie civil rights lawyer tumed apathetic drug-<lealer defender, defending a murderer, who he would like to
believe is innocent.
Woods
performance is compelling. His
character doesn't easily submit to hope
and passion, but struggles every step
of the way. An admirable performance
by Robert Downey Jr. as a young,
upper-middle-class liberal lawyer who
works with Wood's character.

Friday.

1

'*"<

T win s It looks as if Arnold
Schwarzenegger has met his match
with Danny DeVito. The plot here cen ters on a pair of twins reunion and the
search for their mother. But who needs
plot? The comedy is so well chore ographed - DeVito and Schwarzenegger gesture in unison - that if the plot
drags , just seeing DeVito and
Schwarzenegger in the same picture is
enough to make even the most sour
puss laugh . • recommends .. .
Wizard of Loneliness The Americans have caught on to the cuteyoung-boy-comes-of-age movie craze.
The cute young boy in this one is Lukas
Haas. (Admit it. He is cute) Set during
WWII, Haas plays a California boy sent
to live with some relatives in Vermont.
Does the plot sound familiar yet?

Bowdoin College
Brunswlck
Xel.

Fob 23,4 pn\
Phrot.

Feb 24, 7 pm

tIM World

TIM Home _

Fob 25, 7 pm

Tangoa, The (xii. of

Fob 26, 7 pm

o.cs..

Yol

Fob 27, 7pm
You Are Jjot Alone
FOb 28, 4 pm
All the above movies are shown
In Kresge Auditorium

Portland Museum of Art
Australian Film Festival

Br....... NorMt

Fob 23, 7pm

Picnic .t H.nglng Rock
Mar 2,

7 pm

Tickets are $3.50

USM
Free and open to the public

Sibert.d.
Feb 28, 7-10:15 pm
Mool Court Room

USM Ponland UlW School

•••

Mlsslssfppi Burning is based on the
FBI investigation of the deaths of three
civil rights workers murdered in Mississippi in 1964. The movie is directed by
Alan Parker ("Midnight Express") and
stars Gene Hackman and Willem Dafoe.
.recommends, even though the movie
is not, unfortunately, all it was hyped up
to be. The plot and suspense hinge on
the differences of character between
the two FBI investigators, Hackman, a
ex-Mississippi sheriff, and Dafoe, ~
Northern liberal. Unfortunately, their
differences are made evident by
artificial means. The violence of the
racial tension is detached and not
intentionally so.

Thursday.
The Fool. (rock) Raoul's, 865 Foresl,
Portland. 773-6886.
SiI.nt Prophet and Boom Shanka
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 7612506.
s.voy Truffl. (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market Portland. 774-5246.
The Sighs (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Elements (rock) "ohn Martin's Manor,
700 MalO. S. Portland. 775-5642.
Motown Aev_ (r&b) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
Fat City at Mikie O's, 646 Forest Ave,
Portland. 772-0005.
Ed's Aed.....lng Qualltl.s and No
Such Animal (offbeat accoustic) Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Who Knows (acoustic) at the Barnhouse
Tavern, Rt. 35, N. Windham. 892-2221.

Tap Gregory Hines (·Cotton Club" and
"White Nights") is still dancing. Hines
plays an ex~n who tries to return to
his former tap dancing career. Appearances by Sandman Sims, Bunny Briggs
bnd a handful of other dancers help
make the movie.

Working Girl Sigourney Weaver
makes this movie in her role as
Katherine Parker, the woman you love
to hate - the type who talks about
relationships as mergers and is
brimming over with too much false
sincerity. Unfortunately, Sigoumey was
overlooked by the Academy.

Illusion (rock) EI Mirador, 50 Wharf, Portland. 871-0050 .
Marty Balin and Rigamorole (rock)
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. Savoy
Truffle at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland.
773-6886.
The Sighs (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Steve Howell and the Wolves (rock)
Marble Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
Silent Prophet (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown,
Portland. 761 -2506.
Elements (rock) John Martin's Manor,
700 Main. S. Portland. 775-5642.
The Look (rock) The Brunswick, West
Grand Ave, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
Red Light Aevu. (r&b) t!orsefeathers,
193 Middle, Portland. 773-3501 .
Big Chief and the Continentals (r&b)
Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 7745246.
Them Flamingos Mikie O's, 646 Forest
Ave, Portland. 772-0005.
The Upsett.rs (blues/rock) Dry Dock,
84 Commercial, Portland. 714-3550.
Larry Irwin (acoustic) Bamhouse Tavem, Rt. 35, N. Windham. 892-2221.
Don Campbell (acoustic) Happy hour,
5-7 pm, atJohn Martin's Manor, 700 Main
St., S. Portland. 775-5642.
Nancy Wamock~) Blue Moon, 425
Fore, Portland. Muslc7:30- 11 :3O pm . 871 0663.
State St....t Tradltlonal.lazz Band
performs a benefit for the Maine Chapter
of the American Cancer Society , 7:3010:30 pm, althe State Street Church , 159
State St., Portland. Donation is $5.
Organ Concert "The Marche Militaire"
by Charles Gounod, "Radetzky March"
by Johann Strauss, "Claire de Lune" and
a toccata-style work by American theater
organist Edith Lane are on the program
for municipal organist Earl Miller's concert 7:45 pm at Portland City hall Auditorium . The concert is free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7673297.

illusion (rock) EI Mirador, 50 Whart, Portland. 871-0050.
St.v. How.II and the Wolv.s (rock)
Marble Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
The Look (rock) The Brunswick, West
Grand Ave, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
Elements (rock) John Martin's Manor
700 Main. S. Portland. 775-5642.
'
Straight Lace The Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport. 967-3931.
Vibratones, instrumental group from Epping, N.H. will perform at the JordanSmall Elementary School Gym, Raymond
at 8 pm. AdmiSSion is $6 at the door. For
more information, call Northern Pines
Health Resort at 655-7624.
Big Chi.f and the Conll_ntals (r&b)
Moose Alley, 46 Market Portland. 7745246.
Red Light A.vu. (r&b) Horsefeathers,
193 Middle, Portland. 713-3501.
Arrow (soca and calypso) at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
The Upsett.,. (blueslrock) Dry Dock,
84 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Them Flamingos Mikie O's, 646 Forest
Ave, Portland. 772-0005.
Sally Aogers (folk) 8 pm at Woodfords
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords,
Portland. Tickets are $6 in advance (at
Buckdancer's Choice, Amadeus Music
and Gallery Music) and $8 at the door. For
more information, call 773-9549.
The Washington Slst.,.(gospel, funk,
island rock) 8 pm at the First Parish
Church, 425 Congress, Portland. Tickets
are $10, available at Amadeus Music,
Entre Nous and the Whole Grocer in
Portland. Tickets are $12 at the door_
Larry Irwin (acoustic) Barnhouse Tavem, Rt. 35, N. Windham. 892-2221.
Nancy Wamock (jazz) Blue Moon, 425
Fore, Portland. MUSIC 7:30-11 :30 pm. 8710663.
Billy Taylor Trio (jazz) 8 pm at Bates
College Chapel, Lewiston. Tickets are
$6-$8. For more information, call 7827228.

Sunday.
Aeggae .lam at Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave,
Portland. (7-11 pm). 773-6886.
Tanki Flip and No A.al Neighbors
(rock) Geno 's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761 2506.
Carol (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton,
Portland. 774-0444.

Monday.
McCoy Ty_r (jazz) Two shows: 7:30
and 10 pm at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Tickets are $15. For information,
call 773-8187.
Carol (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton,
Portland. 774-0444.

Tuesday.
Bop (Harv.y) (reggae/ska) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774- t 441.
lUllS ion va. .lim Midnight & the
Yuppie Underground (rock) Battle of
the Bands at the Brunswick, 34 W. Grand
Ave, Old Orchard Beach. 934-2209.

, Wednesday.

Saturday.
Bo Diddl.y (rock) at Raoul's, 865 Forest,
Portland. 773-6886.
The Sighs (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Tank! Flip and No A.al N.ighbors
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 7612506.

The Vaughn Kenny Band (rock) Marble
Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516 .
Omen (heavy metal) at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-144 t .
The Hoot at Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland.
761 -2506.
Comeratone (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773-8040.
Tim Bishop (acoustic) Happy hour, 5-7
pm, atJohn Martin's Manor, 700 Main St.,
S. Portland. 775-5642 .

d.ncing
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu, house
music and new music. Fri, progressive
dance mix, 18 & over. Sat, latest dance
music, 21 & over. Sun , request night;
Wed, new wave - all ages. 773-8187.
The Exchange Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun . Open until 3:30
am Fri-Sat. 773-0300.
Spring Point Caf.,175 Pickett SI., S.
Portland. Dance party with D.J. Gerry
Hundey Thursday, Feb 23. No cover
charge. 767-4627.
The Boogi. Bash is Back A new
monthly, smoke- and alcohol-free, open
dance featuring an eclectic mix of music
from bluegrass to Afro-pop and everything in between Friday, Feb 24, 9 pm12:30 am, at Ram Island Studio, Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave,
Portland. Admission is $3. For more information, call 775-5645.

EI Grand. de Coca-Cola by Ron
House, John Neville-Andrews, Alan
Shearman, Diz White and Sally Willis presented by the Mad Horse Theatre Company through Feb 26 at the Theater of
Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. Performances are Thu-Sun. Tickets are $10 on
Thu and Sun, $12 on Fri-Sal. For more information, call 775-5657.
Tilbury Town An original adaptation of
Maine poet Edward Arlington Robinson's
poetry through Mar 5 at The Theater
Project, 14 School St., Brunswick.
Showtime is Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2
pm. TICkets are $8 on Fri-Sat, $6 on Thu
and Sun. For reservations, call 729-8584.
The Marrlag. Propo.al by Chekov
and 'Box and Cox" will be performed by
Center Stage Theater Feb 25-26, 8 pm, at
the Windham Community Center. Tickets
are $5 for adults, $3 for students and
seniors. Call 892-2979 or 774-7926 or
642-29t2 for more information.
Ice Capades Feb 22-26 at the Cumberland County Civic Center. Tickets are
$8.50-$13. For more information, call 7753481.
Irving Berlin's "Call Me Madam"
Feb 24-26 and Mar 3-5 at 8 pm Fn-5at, 3
pm Sat-Sun at The Center for the Arts,
804 Washington, Bath. Tickets are $101
$8. For more information, call 442-8455.
Mai_ humorist .10. Perham presents a one man show of humor, poetry,
folklore and song, specializing in Maine
themes and doing character sketches
and dialogue in the early, rural Downeast
dialect Feb 24-25 at the Thomas Inn and
Playhouse, Old Route 302. S, Casco.
Dinner begins at 7 pm; showtime is 8:30
pm. The cost for both is $27. For reservations, call 655-3292.
The Alchard Bull Dance Theatre
gives an informal performance Feb 24,
7:30 pm in the dance studio ay Bowdoin
College's Sargent Gymn asi um. The public
IS welcome at no charge, but seaMg IS
limited. for more information, call 7253151 . The group performs at Ram Island
Dance's studio Feb 25,8 pm. Tickets are
$6. For more information, call 773-2562.
Michael Weller's "Split" The first act
"At Home" will be performed as part of
Portland Stage Company's Directors'
Project Feb 25, 7:30 pm at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. Free and open to
the public.
Th. Shawl and 'Dentily Crisis , two
one-act plays by David Mamet and Christopher Durang respectively, are being
performed Feb 27-Mar 5 at 7 pm, with a
matinee Mar 5 at 2 pm, at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. Tickets are $6 ($ t
from each ticket will benefit the Preble
Street Resource Center). For reservations, call 773-1782.
An Evening of Mime, Dance, Story.
t.lling and Comedy With Montanaro
& Hurll and Raifer& Saccone, Mar2, 7pm
at Ludeke Auditorium, Westbrook College. The program is free and open to the
public.
Sam Costa & Dancers Mar 2-4, 8 pm
at Chapel Hall, State Street Church, 159
State, Portland. Tickets are $10.50. For
ticket information, call 773-2562.
Aeschylus' "Prometheus Bound" An
updated version of Aeschylus' play set in
1977 South Africa will be performed Mar
2-4,8 pm and Mar 5 at 2 pm in the Gannett
Theater, Bates College, Lewiston. Admission is $41$2 with rroceeds to benefit
Amnesty Intemationa . For advance reservations, call 786-6161.
othello Actor-director Ted Lange will
screen his new film of Shakepeare's
"Othello" Mar 2,7 pm, at Olin Arts Center,
Bates College, Lewiston. Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
786-6330 . ......
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QI FUJI TAPE
PRESE
. . . new and professional

iii organization molded from

Ms Redeeming Qualities

the area's most legendary bands.

lNoSucllArimal

m laying ...R & B, Motown,

MARTY BALIN

. . . Sixties Classics, Swing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.

~AirrlaD!lwih RIGAMOROLE

Now booking for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.

Trinidad Soca Carnival

ARROW

"Hot! Hot! Hot!"

Call: 774-4349
or 767-0873

Musician" Join our Rhythm
Section; bring your instruments
and plug inlD our amps. Fried
chicken on the house. Draft & Drink
;pccials for music industry employees.

Feb. 24 - 25 Moose Alley

BLUES IN TIlE NIGIIT SERIES
with ARLO WEST

FULL SIZE

LUXURYENTERTA~~NT

'ARLSON-'I"
Q&TURNER

.

BOOKSTORE

".-".-tI/Ii'tI/Ii'tI/Ii'~-tI/Ii'~-~-".-

N... IlI11icNi&tt

MAINE'S
PREMIER
BOOKSTORE

AGITPOP
NRBQ

Recycle
this
paper!

.

"..".-

MlKATA

•

10-Piece African Ensemble

50,000 books in
stock & always
buying more.

.

NOW OPEN

SUN. 12-5
TUE.-SAT. 10-5
773-4200
241 CONGRESS STREET

3.10· Color Blind JllDrs Experience
3.11· BIM
3.15· GREGORYIWal

.

45 Danforth Street, Portland
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FOR ADDITIONAL TROOPS

Polish Madrigal F.ast A recreation of
a 16th century oourt ban~uetwitha seven
course dinner and a mUSIcal productlOl1ln
costumes of the period Feb 23·24, 6:30
pm in Moulton Union. Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Admission is $15 per person.
For more information, call 725-3151.
Fish Chowder Luncheon at the South
Freeport Church Vestry. Luncheon is
buffet style; $4 for all you can eat. Luncheons are being held Feb 24, Mar 10 and
24,ll:3Oam·l pm .
MI.s G ....t.r Portland Scholarship
Pageant and Miss Greater Portland
Teen Pageant rehearsal is being held
Feb 26, 10 am·3 pm, at the Barron Center, 1145 Brighton Ave, Portland. Entrants in this non-profit MISS Amenca
Pageant preliminary need to contact the
director at 767-4666 for more information. Open to ages 13-26.
Wine 1a.tl"1l Dinner Maine food and Portland School of Art Emily Nelligan:
Maine Drawings through Mar 15 at The
wine are the focus of a dinner on Feb 26,
Photo Gallery, 619 Congress . (Ho~rs :
6 pm at the Channell Crossing RestauMon-Thu 8 am·9:30 pm, Fri 8 am·5 pm,
rant,231 FrontSt., Portland. Forreserva·
Sun 11 am-4 pm): Selections of Contem·
tions, call 799-5552.
porary Art in All Media from Maine Collec·
Murd.r My.tery W. . kend at the
tions through Mar 5 at the Baxter Gallery.
Thomas Inn and Playhouse Mar 3-4. Joe
619 Congress, Portland. (Hours: Mon-Fri
Thomas, director of the Portland Playe~s,
10 am·5 pm (Thu until 7 pm), Sun 11 am·
is the writer of the murder mystery SQ'lpt
4 pm) 775·3052.
which will utilize several actors from the
Portland area. Cost for the weekend is Bowdoin ColI.g. Mus.um of Art
Brunswick: Komar & Melamid through
$195, including lodging and meals ($145
Mar 12; The Avant·Garde and the Text
without lodging). For reservations. call
through Mar 5; Liberto, Egalita, Frater655-3292.
ni~: French Prints at the TIme of the
First Annual N.w England R.glolUIl
Revolution through Mar 26. (Hours: TueBarbecue Cooking Contest will be
Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 10 am·5 pm and Sun
held May 26-28 at The Riverfront Park,
2-5 pm. 725-3275.)
Newburyport, Mass. This will be an offi·
cially sanctioned event of the MemphiS Unlv.... lty of South.m Maine Bos·
ton artist Nick Lawrence displays his
World Championship Barbecue Contest.
paintings at the AREA Gallery, USM
There are SIX categories including the
Portland Campus Center through Feb 25
traditional whole hog and non·pork cate(Hours: Mon·Fri 8am-1Opm, Sat· Sun 12·
gories as well as a Showmanship award.
5 pm. 780-4090.) Sculpture by Michilyn
Teamswishing to enterthe contest should
contact: Jon -Boar" Bove, State O'Maine
Wood al USM's Center Gallery in Gorham ,
Feb 27·Mar9. (Hours: Sun·Thu 12-4 pm.
Pig, oinc., POB 1118, Portland, 04104.
780-5009.)
Portland roubllc Library Paintings by
Robin McCarthy and Sandra Quinn, a
show of abstract landscapes and still life
works will be on display through Feb 23.
For more information, call 773-4761.
Olin Art. Cent.r Bates College, lewiston. Fine Arts Faculty: New Visions, an
exhibition of paintings. frescoes and ceramics by artists Robert Feintuch, Paul
Heroux, Donald Lent and Joseph Nicoletti (through Mar 31); Recent VI'~rk :
Mozambique and Beyond, an exhibition
of pastels and watercolors by Bulgarian
artist Stefan Kantardjiev. 786-6158.
The .loan Whitney Papon Gall.ry
of Art Westbrook College, 716 Stevens
Ave, PorUand. The Floating Wo~d : Japa·
nese Prints From Springfield (Feb 25·Apr
9). Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am· 4 pm, Thu 10
am·9 pm, Sat 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Portland Public Libarary Revolution
in Print: France: 1789, an exhibit com·
memorating the Bicentennialof the French
Revolution. addresses the question. how
do the print media affect the news they
report (Feb 27-Mar 25). For more information. call 773·4761 .
Open the Door to CreativltyAn exhibit
of Thornton Academy student and alumni
atrwork Feb 26-Mar 16 at the York Institute Museum. Main St. , Saoo. Opening
reception Mar 2, 7·9 pm. For more infor- Chocolat. Church Gall.ry Center for
The Arts. 402 Washington, BathWinter
mation, call 282·3361 .
Juried Exhibition through Feb 28. 442·
8455.
Maine Audubon Socl.ty 118 U.S. RI.
I , Falmouth Margaret Mayer and David
Mahoney exhibit artwork of natural landscapes during the month of February.
Portland MUHum of Art Seven Con·
Hours: Mln-Sat 9 am·5 pm . 781-2330.
gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat,
10-5' Sun 12·5' Free on Thursday eve· Attorney G.nerar. OffIc. Gall.ry
Spac. Tapestries by Mary Lane of
nings, 5.9.' Current exhibits: Maine Vanes
Brewer and lino cuts by Hony Berry of
An exhibition of 25 weather vanes from
Waldoboro are on display through Mar 31
the oollection of Ida and Kenneth Manko
at the Attorney General's Office Gallery
of Wells (through Apr 2); Perspectives:
Space, on the sixth floor of the State
Works by contemporary Mame artists, an
Office Building in Augusta. For more inexhibit of painbngs by Mark Wethh
formation, call 289-2724.
(through Mar 12). Contemporary Austrahan Art: Selecbons from the Loti and
Victor Smorgan Collection (through Apr
30). 775-6148.

opening.

P,UHON
TO

Planetarium Shows Southworth Plane·
tarium, 96 Falmouth St., Portland (USM
campus) . Astonomy shows: Wednesday,
Friday and Sunday at 7:30. Laser and
music shows: Son of a Well-Tempered
Laser (classical) on Saturday at 6:30 pm ;
Top 400n Saturday at 7:30 pm ; The Dark
Side of The Moon (Pink Floyd) Friday and
Sawrday at 8:30 pm . AdmiSSIon is $3 for
adults, $2 for seniors and children. For
more information , call 780-4249.

Barrldoff Gallery 26 Free, Portland.
New Work by Paul Madrell, Jeff Kellar
and Maiorie Moore through Feb 28; Pat
Hardy, Aobert Solotaire, Stuart Ross(Mar
3·31) Also at the gallery a selection of
19th and early 20th century American art.
Hours: Mon·fOri 10 am·5 pm, Sat 12 -4
pm. 772·50".
Ov.r Portland 26 Black & White and
Infra-Red photographs by Lloyd Ferriss
through Feb at Green Mountain Coffee
Roasters, 15 Temple, PorUand.
Mlcha.1 Port.r and .Iohn Santoro
Life size modern sculpture of human
forms. three-dimensional interpretations
of social issues. and pen and inks capturing realistic and imaginative Maine scenes
through Mar 1 at The Artisans, 334 Forest
Ave, Portland. Hours: Mon· Fri 9 am-6
pm, Sat 9 am·3 pm . 772·5522.
The Island Anatomy Seri.s An exhibit of new pastels and drawings by
Maine artist Patt Franklin at the Congress
Square'Galiery, 594 Congress, Portland.
The show continues through Feb 24. 774·
3369.
Hitchcock Art Deal.rs 602 Congress,
Portland. Works by Paul Plante through
Mar 2. Hours: Thu 5:30-9 pm and by appointment. 774-8919.
St.ln Glass Gall.ry 20 Milk, Portland.
New work by Neal Drobnis, Lisa Schwarz
and Kurt Swanson through Feb 28. New
work by Peter Andres and Bruce Pizzic·
hillo Mar I ·Apr 29. 772·9072.
Picking Up The Pieces Ceramic artist
Lynn Duryea's latest show of hand made
paper collages and painted terra cotta
wall pieces through mar 31 at Portland
Wine and Cheese, 8 Forest Ave, Portland. Hours: Mon·Fri 9 am·6 pm, Sat 9
am·5 pm .
F.R. Vanc. Window Installation see it day or night at Sherry's Tropical Art
Store, 612 Congress, Portland. 761'()611 .
Gre.nhut Galleries 146 Middle, Port·
land. Original artwork by Chris Neilson,
Frederick McDutt, Neil Welliver, Glenn
Renell, Jane Dahmen and others Mar 1·
31 . Hours: Mon·Sat 10:30 am·5:30 pm.
772-2693.
Paintings by Carol Fost.r through
Mar 5 at The West Side Restaurant, 58
Pine, Portland. 773-8226.
Gallery 127127 Middle, Portland. Group
show featuring John Hulberg, John Swan.
John Dehlinger, C. Michael Lewis, Michael Waterman, Nick Snow, Graydon
Mayer and Gary Haven Smith through
Feb. Hours: Tue·Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat 10
am-5 pm. 773-3317.
N.w Art Fonn. Ceramics and works in
fiber and metal at Nancy Margolis Gallery, 367 Fore, Portland. 775-3822.
Maine Pott.... Mark.t 376 Fore St.,
Portland. Vegetable inspired earthenware
pottery by Peggy Ann Mack through Mar
1. Hours: Daily 10 am-6 pm . 774·1633.
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PICK UP YOUR flit ~ jg UHF ANTENNA AT
CUHB[Rl~ND 'ELECTRONICS
YOUR ALTERNATIVE RECORD e, VIDEO STORE

WESTGATE SHOPPING C£NT£R,l36't CONGRESS,PORTLANt>. 761-2.725. OPEN 7-9 M-F, 9-9SAT,l0:30-8 su~.
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by
Morgan
Shepard

HAPPY HOUR
"TILBURY TOWN AND OTHER FOLKS"

Maine characters
It's no secret that many inhabitants of small towns and
hamlets in Maine never really
leave those places. When they
do, they are easy to spot in cities like Portland (itself not as
large as you've been led to
believe), scanning crowds, eitherdelighting or fearing to find

Robinson became sympathetic
with the other misfits in this
spiritually log-jammed Kennebec community. "Tilbury
Town" is autobiographically
inspired, and the names of some
of Robinson's "characters" give
the reader an indication of the
bleak prospects that faced the
creative mind in Gardiner:
Aaron Stark, Miniver Cheevy,
Bewick Finzer, Hector Kane.
In one of the poems, "New
England," Robinson, obviously
not in good humor, painted a
good portrait of what could still
be diagnosed as late-February
cabin fever.
Puritanism and isolation
were heavy crosses to bear then,
and they still echo in the pit of
every Mainer's soul. It's something outsiders have to get used
to, and few of them understand
it.

fonner and although his voice
is not a resonant one and his
interpretations are not highly
dramatic, his voice is clear. He
uses other tools to make his
work successful. For instance,
he's a trained mime who moves
well. He combined skills to turn
the middle part of "Richard
afamiliarface.Sntallto~refu
Cory" into a mime piece backed
gees always remember the New
by Terry's clarinet, then
England WASP nests that had
brought the poem to concluthe potential to twist potential
sion with definite action and
geniuses into introverted charone chilling, bright light. He
acters never able to fit into what
recorded some of the verse, and
proper society considers realthe audience listened to the
ity.
recording while Miller perWriters have been whining
formed.
about this for centuries. It's a
The music was good, subtle,
familiar subject played out ofand simply there.
ten in dramatic scenarios, on
If the first act was a little long
stage in plays like "Our To~"
and serious, Miller and Terry
and "Spoon River Anthology,"
made up for it in the short and
and in books from "The Scarlet
kinetic second act. This is where
Letter" to "Winesburg, ohio."
the "Other Folks" came in The Theater ProjRobert Frost and e.e.
ect, located in the
cummings. Poet
relatively small
snobs might think
"Passion is here a soUure of the wits,
to~ of Brunswick,
these two hopeWe're told, and Love a cross for them to bear; lessly unhip, but
is currently having
a go at this theme Joy shivers in the corner where she knits
Miller's presentawith "TilburyTo~
and Conscience always has the rocking-chair, tions were fun. He
and Other Folks."
chose two poems
Cheerful as when she tortured into fits
The production is
about
bugs by
The first cat that was ever killed by Care."
presented in a
Robert Frost, "Deunique and quiet
sign" and "DepartFROM
way that requires atmental." The latter
EDWARD ARLINGTON ROBINSON's
tentive listening.
features
ants and
" NEW ENGLAND"
But it's rewarding to
Miller made a good
a willing particione,
scurrying
pant.
about with a hat and
The show is running on
In spite of Robinson's bluer an attitude."If everything hapThursdays through Saturdays moods, the verse isn't as maud- pens that can't be done" by e.e.
until March 5. There are Sun- lin and self-pitying as one might cummings really showed off
day matinees at 2 p.m., other- think; what saves it is the interaction between Terry
wise shows begin at 8 p.m. Res- Robinson's wry sense of hu- and Miller. The show wound
ervations can be made by call- mor and his understanding that up with e.e. cummings' "In
ing 729-8584. The Theater Proj- blame can be relative, or irrele- Just," maybe in part to remind
ect is located on School Street, vant, to the makeup of a psy- us that spring will show up
off Maine Street, by the Tontine che.
sometime when we've all gone
Mall.
Miller and Terry chose to beyond sulky.
Al Miller, the Theater portray only some ofthe passel
Don't expect "Tilbury Town
Project's artistic director, and of characters representative of and Other Folks" to knock you
Brad Terry, a jazz clarinetist, those in "Tilbury Town," and off one of the Theater Project's
collaborated as a duo to pro- their choices were good. The new seats. It isn't trying to. If
duce an interesting evening of first half of the show is devoted you've forgotten about poetry,
mime, acting, reading and entirely to Robinson, and al- put on your concentration cap
music. They based the show in though some of the portraits and really give Miller and Terry
part on Edward Arlington are solemn, others are funny your attention. There is a possiRobinson ' s poetic work and tender,
bility of not entirely under"Tilbury Town." (The "Other
The stage of the Theater standing a piece, but don' t
Folks" are Robert Frost and e.e. Project is small and the per- worry about it. Treat the piece
cummings.)
fonners chose to use only two as a story and go with it. As
Robinson, a Harvard drop- stools placed on a black floor Miller notes in the program,
out who returned to 19th-cen- with white edging for their set. "Though not every interpretatury Gardiner to pursue his Terry entered first, snuggled tion of a poem is correct, what
dream of becoming a poet, used down on his stool with hisclari- one finds in a poem is a functo be stopped on the streets of net, and began playing in that tion not only of the poem, but
Gardiner by neighbors who bittersweet, deserted-night also of the reader: what the
would ask when he was going street type of way only clari- poem has to give and what the
to get a job. But his materialis- nets conjure up. Throughout, reader has to receive."
tically successful brother, Dean, Terry, a secure musician, sat
committed suicide and his even back and let his music wrap
more successful father became around the mood of the verse, Mor~an Shepard'. mother wishes
a housebound invalid.
unless called to the fore by she would find some nice widowerwnh
young children and settle down.
In trying to defend the ac- Miller.
tions of his family and himself,
Miller is an experienced per-

• Wed., Thurs., Fri. 4:30-6:30 •
• Free Expanded Buffet •

PARTY NIGHT
(Thursdays)
• College Students, Ladies Admitted Free.
• 99¢ for all domestic wine, beer & well drinks •
• Free Buffet starting at 10:00 p.m .•
• Best Dance Club in the Old Port Excange •

T.GJ.W.
(Thank God It's The Weekend)
Fridays & Saturdays
• D J Plays Top 40 •
Contemporary Hits starting at 10:00 p.m.
• People 17 or older welcome after 1: 15 a.m .•
• Dancing until 3:00 a.m .•
• Free Buffet starting at 11:30 p.m .•
• First 44 Ladies Admitted Free.

•

• All delicious buffets catered by •

HU-S~~,niic~!!!~.Ur8nt
MAINE SUNDAY TELEGIWI, 1989
• Now open 'ti111:30 p.m. on Fri.• Sat.•
33 Elchange St, (773·0300)

.....'
Q

Feb. 24·25 • Dry" Dock, Portland
March 1().11 - Rosa's, Portsmouth NH
March 17-18· Moose Alley, Portland

DON'T GET MAD •••GET UPSET!
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•

~I--'OFF~

• · · · ·OPEN
• • 7•DAYS
• · A· WEEK.
· · · •10-10
•· ••· •
Video Rental • Compact Discs. Audio Tapes. Popcorn
WE HAVE NINTENDO!

The largest and most varied 'selection in"
thet
Yarmouth
area.
I
Tuesdays: 2 for l on movie ren as
SPECIAL SENIOR CITIZEN PRICING
.
I

t·

Come in and see our expanding musIc se ec Ion

"Mal'or League Fun"
24 U.S. Route 1, Yarmouth, ME 04096 (207) 846-4711

Home to the Se. A film that traces

Yarmouth Marketplace
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the Ma,ne Wnters Center, 190 Mason
St. , Brunswick.PresentedbytheUnionof
Maine Visual Artists, the evening is free
and open to the public. For more informa·
tion, call 729-6333.
Sunlight .nd Sh.dow Don Lounsbury
will discuss the use oflightand shadow in
works in the Portland Museum of Art
collection Feb 24, 12:30 pm. The talk is

1~~~~~~0~,u~tI'77~~t~ion .

For more

.... . ; . . . . ; - - . ; . . . . ; - . ; . . - - - - - - - - - - - . . ; . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... Kom.r & Melamld Gallery talk on the
exhibit will be given Feb 26, 3 pm at the
Bowdoin College Museum of Art, Brun·
swick. For more information , call 7253275.

French Print. in the Age of Revolution A talk given by Clifton C. Olds,
professor of the history and criticism of
art, Mar 1, 1 pm and Mar 5, 3 pm in the
Walker Arts Building, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call 725·
3275.

ANNUAL WINTER SALE
Storewide Savings 20 0/0-50 0/0

U·.

erated by Judy Sobel, with William David
Barry, Carlo Pillore, John Hultberg, Chris·
topher Crosman, John Laurent, Mark
Wethli, Gina Werfel and Eric Green Mar
2, 7:30 pm at Gallery 127, 127 Middle,
Portland. Umited seating; admission $3.
For more information, call 773-3317.
Sound P_t". Workshop Seven weeks
in Mar and Apr: breath, sound, words,
rhythm and tone, multi·voice pieces. For
information, call Anne Whitten, sound!
performance poet, at 766-5568.

Great Values on Great Quality Merchandise
wine racks • spice carousels • jewelry boxes • kaleidescopes
room dividers • hammocks • occassional tables • chairs • clocks
pen sets· desk organizers· calculator sets • and much more ...

37 EXCHANGE ST.

PORTlAND· ME

,r

871·1484

OPEN 7DAYS

,

46 BAYVIEW ST.

CAMDEN· ME
236·3995
WE SHIP IWY WHERE

U·.

Art In Am.rica.
Pa.t and Where
H.ading A panel discussion mod-

on handcrafted furniture, woodenware office accessories

An enchanted
forest of
wooden gifts
& accessories

OTHER LOCATIONS:
W. LEBANON, NH
N. CONWAY· NH
BURLINGTON· VT

Sale Dates: Feb. 13·28

•
SENSE

Mother Ann L. . . nd the Sh.kers In
New Engl.nd Lecture given aspart of

•

Convemence & Low Prices
It's made us famous on the waterfront!
•

•

newspapers • magazInes • Ice cream
•
coffee. donuts. beer .WlDe
sandwiches • snacks

•

OPEN TILL
lAMFRI&SAT
Mon-Thur 6:30 am-ll:30 pm
Fri 6:30 am-l:00.am
Sat 2:00 pm-l:00 am
Sun 10:00 am-7:00 pm
100 COMMERCIAL ST.
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK
ON THE WATERFRONT

•
772-2936

the "Explorations in New England Spiritu·
ality' series being offered by The General
Theological Center of Maine Feb 23, 7:30
pm at the State Street Church, 159 State,
Portland. Cost is $5. For more informa·
tion, call 847·2214.

Jap.n Americ. Soclet,. of Maine
presents a slide lecture program on Japa·
nese festivals Feb 23, 7 pm at the South
Portland Public Library. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call 774·
4014 .

E.rI,. Arctic Exploration. on Film
Black & white film from Capt Robert
Bartlett's explorations of the Arctic has
been transferred to videotape. The pres·
entation will include introductory remarks
on the film, narration and a question and
answer period. Presentation will be given
Feb 23, 7:30 pm in Kresge Auditorium,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more
information, can 725-3400.
The Velv.t Ghetto A lecture on women
in the public relations field given by mar·
keting consultant and writer Joyce
McClure at the statewide meeting of the
Maine Public Relations Council Feb 23.
The lecture will follow a cocktail reception
at 6 pm, and dinner at 7 pm . The cost is
$17 for MPRC members, $20 for non·
members. For more information, call
Susan Swain at 7804200 or Jackie
Michaud at 374·5010.
Americ.n Institute of Banking is
offering a public seminar "Telephone
Skills' Feb 23, 6·8 pm at USM Masterton
Building , Rm 113. For more information,
call 772· 7842.

Self.Publl.hlng: From Ide. to M....
ketlng A presentation and discussion
with Will Anderson, author of "Beer: New
England' at the Portland Writers Network
meeting Feb 24, 7:30 pm at the Public
Safety Building, 109 Middle St., Portland.
For more information, call 871.()466 or
773-0847.

Computer Educ.tlon in the Crimi·
nal JusUce S,..tem is the topic of the
next Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibilty meeting Feb 27, 5:30 pm in
Rm. 340, PRVTC, 196 Allen Ave, Port·
land. Nancy Grayson, teacherllibrarian at
the Cumberland County Jail, will discuss
the development of the computer science
curriculum to the educational program for
the inmates. For more information on
CPSAIMaine or the meeting, call Alan
White at 781·2613.

Aero•• the a.rrlers of CI•••• H.,
tlon. Gender,.. Joyce Hollyday, a
founder of the Sojourners Community in
Washington D. C., speaks Feb 27, 1:30
pm in the Chapel at Bates CoII~e, Lewis·
ton. Free and open to the public.

Just The Fax

Maine's seafaring heritage from the 1600s
to the present shown Feb 27, 7:30 pm in
Merrill Memorial Library, Yarmouth. Free
and open to the public. For more informa·
tion, call 846-6259.

The NewWorlcl •• lmage.nd Meta·
phor is the topic of a reading.oiscussion
session offered as part of "The Land of
Norumbega" Outreach Program Feb 28,
7:30 pm at the Maine Historical Society,
485 Con!jress, Portland. Reading mate·
rial is available from the Society. The pro·
gram is free and open to the public. For
more information, call 774·1822.

That's all it takes!
by
Brenda
Chandler

Hi.p.nic. In the Future of the
United State. The Honorable Henry

Cisneros, mayor of San Antonio, Texas,
speaks Feb 28, 7 :30 pm in Kresge Audi·
torium , Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Admission is free with ticket. TICkets are
available at the Events Office in Moulton
Union, and at the door. For more informa·
tion , call 725·3151 .

Scientific Manif•• tation in 1.lamlc
Art A lecture given by Wasma Chorbachi
of Harvard University Feb 28, 11 am in
Am. 305, Maslerson Hall, USM Portland.
Free and open to the public. For more in·
formation , call 78()"4532.
P_t AII.n Gln.berg will read from his
works Mar 1, 8 pm in the Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall, Bates College, Lewiston.
Free and open to the pUblic. For more
information, call 786-6330.
Entering Nature A reading and discus·
sion program on "contemporary views of
the human self in the natural world " held
at the Curtis Memorial Ubrary in Brun·
swick. "Pilgrim at Tinker Creek" by Annie
Dillard will be discussed Mar 1, 7 :30 pm.
For more information, call 725-5242.

Projecting Your Profes.lonal aest
A seminar offered by the American Insti·
tute 01 Banking Mar 1, 6:30· 8:30 pm at
Payson 'Smith Hall , Rm 303, USM Port·
land. Learn about professional image,
wardrobe planning, color awareness and
accessorizing . Course fee is 425. For
more information, contact the AlB at 772·
7842.
.

Education and Mythical Joum.,.:
Spiritual My.terles in the Secular
Cla •• room is the topic of a forum which
will address the issue of spirituality as it
relates to art and education. The forum
will be held Mar 1, 7 pm at the Portland
Museum of Art auditonum. Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
Zona King at the Waynflete School, 772·
6832 or 774·5721.
Writing •• Le.mlng William Zinsserwriter, editor and teacher from NYC speaks Mar 1, 7:30 pm in Daggett Lounge,
Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin College, Brun·
swick. For more information, call 7253151 .

Peopling of the Gulf: Prehl.torlc
Archeolog)' A talk given as part of
Bowdoin Collef;le Environmental Studies
Program's senes on the Gulf of Maine
Mar 2, 7:30 pm in Beam Classroom, Vis·
ual Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brurrswick. For more information, call 7253629.

William Elle". Channing .nd Unl·
tari.ni.m Lecture given as part of the
"Explorations in New England Spiritual·
ity" series being offered by The General
Theological Center of Maine Mar 2, 7:30
pm at the State Street Church, 159 State,
Portland. Cost is $5. For more informa·
tion, call 847·2214.

Printing .nd the French Revolution: Word. Image .nd Public Opln·
Ion A lecture by cultural historian Randall
Kindleberger Mar 2, 7:30 pm in the Rines
Meeting Room, Portland Public Library.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 7734761 .

1.lamlc Languag_ .nd Literature
A lecture given by Wolfhart Heinrichs of
Harvard Mar 2, 11 am in Rm. 305, Master·
son Hall, USM Portland. Free and open to
the public. For more infonnation, caJI780·
4532.
T•• chlng About Fore.t. Forests will
be featured in a series of three workshops
offered by the Maine Audubon Society for
teachers of grades 4·12. The workshops
will explore forest ecology, Maine's for·
ests, and selected global concerns about
forests . The workshops are offered on
three Saturdays - Mar 4, Apr 1 and 29,
8:30 am·4 pm - at Gilsland Farm, Fal·
mouth . Cost is $65 ~r session, $180 for
all three. For more Information, call 781·
2330 .

The Soviet Si.ter Cit,. Convnittee
of Gre.t.r Portland is organiZing a
trip to Greater Portland's Sister City Arch·
angel . Participation is open to all resi·
dents of Greater Portland. The trip will go
to Archangel, Moscow and Leningrad this
coming June. Contact Fred Richardson
772·7161 or Neale Duffett 797·9034 for
further information.
French Cia •••• starting now. All levels.
Eight weeks for $85. Sponsored by Alii·
ance Francais of Portlllnd. Call Catherine
for more information at 781·4580.

H.O.P.E. (Healing of Persons Ex.
c.ptlonal, offers a statewide system of
supportive groups for people who are
faced with a hfe·threatenlng disease.
H.O.P.E. focuses on the power of love
and creative potential of the human mind
to bring about healing. Groups meet
weekly in Portland as follows : Mercy
Hospital, Tuesdays, 2-4 pm in the Upper
or Lower Auditorium ; 5:30·7:30 pm in the
Executive Conference Room ; and in the
office of Nancy Abel, 222 SI. John St,
Thursdays, 10 am·12 noon. Newcomers'
orientation meetin9s are held every other
Saturday atl 0 am In the office of Kenneth
G. Hamilton, 17 Winter St., Norway.lnter.
ested people are asked to call the office
by Friday 'f they plan to attend. For more
informa~on about any program, call
H.O.P.E. at 743·9295.

~ORE •••
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THEy'RE NOT JUST FOR HIPPIES ANYMORE

Health food stores
No doubt about it, health Grocer (118 Congress St.) is a powders and things for body
food has gone mainstream. health food store that has cho- builders and other muscle
Even the smallest of towns now sen to go upscale. Here you're maniacs. An abbreviated list
has a health food store. Even apt to find yourself shoulder to includes a line of Joe Weider's
supermarkets make space for shoulder with Brooks Brothers stuff for heavy-duty workoutgoods untainted by human ar- tweed or Talbots twill looking a-holics, and product names
tifice. Even malls recognize the over the makings for radicchio like Megabolic, Carbo Blaster,
commercial value of the health con mochi or some such eclec- Muscle Maker, Muscle Builder,
kick our nation's on. And Port- tic dish. The fresh produce Muscle Massage, among othland is no exception to this gleams with color, despite, or ers. There are diet powders, too,
trend.
because of, the store's ban on for those who want to unbuild.
Of the two really compre- irradiation. The grain bins and A caveat to those who have not
hensive health food stores in selections of spices are awe- been there before; the place is
town, The Good Day Market some. (At least I found them so small and the aisles are nar(155 Brackett St.) is the place to the day I came across a bulk jar row. On Saturdays it can seem
go if you crave a whiff of the of dried coriander leaf which like a tour of Lenin's tomb; a
'60s with your shopping. This proved to be almost equal to slow, crowded file in and a
is a Granola Bar par excellence. fresh in Thai recipes. I like, too, slow, crowded file out. Don't
That weedy macrobiotic torso the mix they use for their curry try to turn or buck the current.
which used to be all the rage powder.) Japanese and Mexi- I went on a weekday when the
can still be found down these can tastes are well represented. place was close to empty but
aisles. Thin Indian cotton shirts Their homemade soups are made the mistake of bringing
and earth shoes and pointy terrific and are apt to be spiked my kid in his stroller. The
wool caps mill about. This with ginger or Greek fla voring stroller had to stay by the enatmosphere, however, is more or miso. The staff is generally trance. I lugged the kid but left
than just a matter of style. The helpful. When I asked about a trail of stuff in my wake as
Good Day Market is a coopera- soy products for my son, I was things got knocked off the
tive: the store is owned and op- guided to various possibilities shelves in our passage.
erated by members. Their flyer and offered a printed listing of
Another store should be
lays it on the table (so to speak): non-dairy-containing products mentioned, although its shelves
"Weare not food authorities or available in the store. (There are not the fullest. On Stevens
nutrition experts. We are dedi- was the time, however, when Avenue, directly across from
cated to good food for good we brought in some paper bags the Deering High School, The
people ... Good Day Market to recycle. They took the bags Healthport occupies a small
sells delicious old-fashioned proffered but did so ungra- comer. Natural vitamins seem
food without refined sugar or ciously. We save then now for to be its chief stock in trade.
preservatives." Simple. Their Good Day.) This is a store to There are other things: snacks,
produce is organically beauti- browse through and dream in. some dusty cookbooks, a few
ful, a feast for the eyes this mid This is a store to conjure up of the usual health food store
winter. Their freshly made culinary adventures of the goodies. It gives an impression
soups are wonderfully satisfy- vegetarian persuasion.
like that of the local old-time
ing. The store is well stocked,
Of qUite anoth'er sort is Na- convenience store; it will carry
by popular (member) demand: ture Food Centre, a health food the basics, it's there when you
spices, grains, beans, pasta, store for those who like to hang need it, but don't expect anyeasy-to-do boxed meals, inven- out at the mall. One of a chain, thing in the way of exotica. The
tive soy products, toiletries, it, like many other mall stores, man behind the desk, however,
cookbooks, snacks, the works. seems happy to cater to fad- was happy to direct me elseThe prices for non-members dishness. This is not the place where when necessary.
often seem higher than those at to go for food in bulk. The
Times (and stor2S), they are
The Whole Grocer, but mem- emphasis here is on non-per- a-changing. Where health food
bership guarantees 10 or 20 ishables. There are no fresh stores used to be for the beat,
percent off food items. This dis- fruits or vegetables, no tofu in a the offbeat and beatific, and
count comes in exchange for a tub of water. What grains there mysticism was requisite with
$12-a-yearmembership fee and are come prepackaged in bag your rice, now their clients are
a commitment to work in the or box. Snacks, however, ordinary us. There's one for
store for a set number of hours. abound: no-artificial-anything every taste. Take your pick. Or
The staff there, consequently, licorice, granola bars, carob- mix and match.
tends to be funky and friendly coated whatsits, chips. Vitaand most unjaded .
mins are big here, in the sense Brenda Chandler is a writer and
Good Day's chief competitor that most of one aisle (of only health· food junkie who takes her fiber
perches atop a rival knoll at the two) is given over to vitamins. straight and hopes to amount to a hill of
other end of town. The Whole This store makes much of beans some day.

Just Fax in your lunch order and it
'Will be ready .for take out ~r sit do'Wn!

• Bruno's Fax # 773-4196 •
You've seen our Express lunch menu.
Now you can Fax in your order!
It's quick, it's convenient, it's delicious!

A.

Get a free lunch with evety take out order over $20 .00

Early Bird Specials 4·6 P.M . • Free Parking
VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICA EXPRESS

33 INDIA ST.

BRUNO'S 773-3530

PORTlAND

Alberh:a'5 forest
Ave1lOG I(){Ati 011
htu the CI~'5 be'st

Scmdcty brvYlcl1,
served:fwm II: OD
'ttl '4:30· Dmik
ch~lVl~rle and
caPf"!CCI no eat
I

deliciously ~
lNeelcl;j sp~alJ,
90 CD.tfell1e-cnny.

Haven't you ever
asked yourself...

FOR LATE STARTERS
CLUE #1
Near a corner named for Milk
you'll find drinks of a dlfferent Uk.
And /fyou chance to see The Dragon,
change yourway5 or you'll be draggln'
and longing for the land of sUk.

What
Does
It Really
Feel Like?
We have the answer!

CLUE #2
A suitcase Is a handy thing

when you sklp town, or have a fling.
So sklp along the wharf of stones
to a cache ofbag,s with natty tones,

CLUE #3
[n Tommy's building, long and high,
there is a timepiece in the sky,
Above the town and port of old,
o'er a street named lOr things sold,
fmd a place with Casco's name
for your next clue in this treasure game.

CLUE #4
First came Woodman, with Mansard top,
then further west, the Emery block
and beneath the floor
of the one next door
Is a port of prerecorded pop,
107 Main S1.

Yarmouth, ME
Next to North Yarmouth Academy

846-3695
Please ask for our catalogue

February 23, Ut••
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Meet JON SCHOEN ~ ~~t~
of ~~ock.:. u.s.~j1)r-/

and a sneak peek at the new spring stYr:'l& colours

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23rd

10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

OFF

selected Birkenstock shoes, sandals
or clogs with our ad. Feb 23, 24, 25

~l][ailcnlL

d ME • 773-660 1
337 Forest Ave.· P0 rtl an,

'Simply ttJe best place to buy BIr1<enstock footwear -

I

Our pizza specials will have you smgmg, too.
Made with delicious fresh dough, homemade
sauce and mozarella cheese, every bite is a
. noteworthy experience.

Amato's February Specials
Large pizza

$1.25 Off
Small pizza

.75 Off

Dinner Special
Homemade Lasagna
with Meatballs

$3.99
71 India St.. Portland
773-1682
1379 Washington Ave., Portland
797-5514
1108 Broadway, South Portland
767-5916
3 Main St. , Gorham
\ 839·2511

Introductory Neuro-lingulstic Intensive Two-day workshop Feb 25-26 on
components of rappo!,\, changing feelings, changing behaviors. Advance registration and deposit required. Call 7972883, Jan Tiedemann Associates, 977
Forest Ave, Portland.
Front Page Dance Company is offering an adult jazz dass beginning Feb 27,
7 pm at17 Bishop SI., Portland. For more
information, call 773-6018.
aalance and Sacred Dreamtlme A
weekend experimental workshop at USM,
using drumming and Shamanic journeying as a process to help participants 13P
into their own inner resources to bnng
, balance and eHect change in their lives:
Workshop will be held Feb 24-26: Fn
6:30·9 pm , Sat-Sun 9 am-5 pm. Fee is
$175. For more information, call Meeting
The Edge at 883-4570.
Honoring the Light Within A free
public meditation class, based on th~
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and Plr
Vilayat Khan Feb 26, 6:30-8 pm at232 SI.
John SI., Portland (use entrance at the
back of the building). For more information, call 657-2605.
Aerob-a,thon Four 40-minute workouts
to benefit the Muscular Dystrophy AssoPortland Harbor 1990 and aeyond
\ _ The City's Progress Report Public
ciation Feb 26 at the Holiday Inn by The
Bay, Spring SI., Portland. Registration at
forum with Portland's Waterfront Acbon
11 am. For more information, contact
Program and the Waterfront Alliance Feb
Jeanne Campbell at the Muscular Dys27 7 pm on board the docked MV Longtrophy ASSOCIation at 772-5418.
fellow. Discussion will be on the 24 point
Managemant of Anxiety and Stress
Program.
with Eating Disorders Topic of the
Ethics In Intem8tlonal Relations
Thomas Molnar, author on 'Politics and
monthly meeting of NEED (New England
The Sacred: will speak as part of the
Eating Disorders) Feb 28, 7:30 pm at
Westbrook Community Hospital, 40 Park
World AHairs Council series 'Great DeCIsions '89' Feb 27, 7:30 pm at Temple
Rd., Wesibrook. Free and open to the
Beth-EI, 400 Deering Ave, Portland. T~k
public. For more information, call 761ets are $5 public, $3 for World Affairs
0128.
Understanding Children and DICouncil members, $1 for students. For
vorce is the topic of this week's Divorce
more information, call 780-4551.
Perspectives meeting Mar 1, 7:30 pm at
Wolid AHairs Council is looking for
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202
volunteers to help at Great Decisions 89
lecture series. The series consists of eight
Woodfords, Portland. Open to the public.
Donation $1.50. For more InformaDon,
programs Monday evenings, Feb 27-Apr
call Ingraham Volunteers at 774-HELP.
16 (training for all aides will be held Feb
Conflicts: An Ounce of Prevention
at 6 pm). Volunteers will help with
and a Pound of Cure A four week
registra~on refreshments and podium
setup. For more informa~on, call the
course offered by the USM Department of
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Community Projlrams beginmngMar 14,
MInority W_n and Feminism
7·9 pm. Tuition IS $55. For more informaEvangeline Berry, an active member of
tion, call 874-6500.
the NAACP in Portland, will discuss mi- .Joumey To Inner Space An eightnority women and feminism. FollOWing
week course designed to facilitate inner
growth through lectures, story telling, imthe talk will be an open forum on how
minority women and N.O.w. can work
agery creative visions and the artlorms
together. The talk and forum are being
of the Mandala process. Sessions are
held Feb 28, 7:30 pm at Y:W.C.A.,. 87
oHered on Tues, 9-11 am (bEl\linning Mar
Spring, Portland. For more Informabon,
14) or Thurs, 7-9 pm (beginmngMar 16)
at Two City Center, Suite 401, Portland.
call 879-0877.
Encouraging Neighborhood StabilCost is $120, For more information, Vera
Ity The third in Greater Portland LandBerv at 781-9903.
marks' lecture series -Preserva~on as Opening to Feelings One-day wo~
shop, Mar 4, 9 am-4 pm, at Two City
Public PoI~f given by Charles Sullivan
and Sally Zimmerman, mem~rs of the
Center Suite 401, Portland. Workshop
uses group exercises, discussion, guided
Cambridl1e Historical CommiSSIOn esta~
visuaflzations, and the centenng process
lished With the passage of Cambridge s
of creating Mandalas. Cost is $50. For
historic astrict ordinance, Mar 1, 12 noon
atthe First Parish Church, 425 Congress,
more information, call 781-9903.
Portland. Each session will feature a shde Healing Lou and Transition A onelecture followed by discussion and quesday workshop to learn the astortions and
tions frOm the audience. Free and open to
purposes of feelings, to de~lop specific
skills for cleanng stuck emobons, to find
the public.
people, Property, Pr!c_ and Ecorelief of expressing natural feehngs and to
nomic Development How real estate
experience the healing live of a supportive group. Workshop meets Mar 4, 9 amdevelopment and public policy issues
4pm. For more information, contact Jacob
relate to the overall economic future of
Watson, 41 GlenwoodAve, Portland, 761the area will be discussed by Dr. Roger J.
Vaughan, who heads his own public pol2522.
icy consulting firm , Mar 1, 7:15 am at the Fresh Start A four-week smoking cessation course being offered at Mercy HospIPortland Chamber of Commerce Eggs &
tal beginning Mar 6,7-8:30 pm. The fee
Issues Breakfast at the Sonesta Hotel.
for the course is $40. For more informaCost is $8, pre-paid registration. For more
tion, call Mercy Hospital's Patient Educainforma~on, call 772-2811.
tion Department al 879-3197.
Lobbying and the Political Process is the topic of the next Women BUSI- Mediation Skills for Non-medlators
A four week course offered by USM
ness Owners of Greater Portland meetdepartment of Community Prollmms
ing Mar 2, 6 pm at the Chamber of Com-.
beginning Mar 7, 4:30-6:30 pm. TUition IS
merce Board Room, 142 Free, Portland.
$85. For more information, call 874-6500.
For more information, call Becky Erickson
Women's Support Group On-golng
at 761-0041 .
weekly group meets Wednesdays, 5-6:30
Growth Manag_nt: A Citizen's
pm. Issues addressed are self-esteem,
Introduction A six-weekcourseoHered
human rights, A.C.O.A. issues, hohstlc
by Maine Audubon to simplify the issues
wellness, spiritual growlh and th~ power
confron~ng Maine towns and to show
of the mind. Fee is $20 per ~esslon For
individual citizens how they can make
more information, call or wnte: meeung
their voices heard at the local level. The
The Edge, 127 Fogg Rd., Scarborough,
course is offered on six Mondays, Mar 6·
Me 04074, 883-4570.
Apr 10,7-9 pm. Two three-hour Saturday
field trips are planned for Mar 25 and Apr Multiple Sclerosis Society is sponsoring
a Super Cities Walkathon for Mul8. Cost of the course is $65. For more
tiple Sderosis on Apr 9 and they need
information, call 781-2330.
people to get it orIJanized. Volunteers are
needed for vanous Jobs: reglstenng
people, serving lunch, working as crossIng guards, setlinIJ up and cleaning up.
For more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Meals.on,Wheels Volunteers are
needed to deliver meals to housebound
people for the Salvation Army's Golden
Age Center. Volunteers must have their
own car. Hours are 10:30 am-12:30 pm
on the forst and third Monday of the
month. Call the Center for Volunta~ Action at 874-1 015 for more informatIOn.
Refug_ Resettlement Program
needs volunteers to sponsor refugees.
Sponsors hosl new arrivals for two or
three weeks in their homes. Over the next
three months, sponsors help with initial
orientation and adjustment to their new
lives. For more information, call 871 -7437.
Cumbeliand County AHordable
Housing Venture's quarterly n~s
letter is looking for a volunteerto help With
editing andlaylng out the newletter. Hours
are flexible. Goos writing and proofreading skills are needed. Call the Center for
Voluntary Actionat874-1015 for more Inaalance and Sacreel Dreamtlme A
formation.
weekend experimental workS~~ at USM
using drumming and Shama~l? JOurneying as a process to help partlClpanlS !-BP
into their own inner resources to bring
balance and effect change in their lives,
Workshop will be held Feb 24-26; Fn
6:30-9 pm, Sat-Sun 9 am-5 pm. FeE! is
$175. For more information, call Meebng
The Edge at 883-4570.
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We Get

Fresh
With Our
Customers
TIRED OF WATCHING TIlE CELTICS DIE?

Head for the big tUne
Those of us who have been The clock erroneously began at long three-pointer, it was an
out of the 12th grade for a dec- 7:56 instead of 8:00, and the ominous sign for Yarmouth.
ade or more may have com- officials had to let time stand
Junior center Matt Billey led
pletely forgotten just how thrill- still for a few seconds while the all Yarmouth players with an
ing a high school basketball real action caught up to the impressive 15 points, scoring
game can be.
mistake. You don't see this kind often on a hook shot, not really
I had let myseU fall into a of flexibility in college or pro- pretty but quite effective.
nasty rut. Watching the CeItics fessional officiating. "Don't Swingman Randy Lebrecque
lose four games a week since sweat the small stuff' seems to used his senior year of experiHalloween has soured my en- be the credo here.
ence to fight for his hard-earned
joyment of Dr. Naismith's
No high school team is com- 12 points inside,
grand old game of roundball, plete without a definite floor
Both coaches, John Griffen of
This past weekend I followed leader, For the victors from York and John Martin of Yardoctor's orders, drove up to York that player is Sophomore mouth, were well-dressed and
Augusta, and took in a first- guard Avery Smith, a young well-behaved, with the sole
round game of the Class B man in total control. He wants exception of one last technical
Western Maine HighSchool In- the ball every time down court, on Martin,
vitational Basketball Tourna- as great point guards are wont
Whether York or Yarmouth
ment.
to do, His primary goal is to went all the way in the tournaRemember the feelment is not the point.
ing of watching a high
The idea is to be able to
school theatrical play
..
actually enjoy a basket. :and forgiving a lot of
ball game, particularly
: ..
the mistakes of the
a
high school show. .
young actors? ("That's
down, with two teams
okay, it's only high
willing to give their
school.") When I saw
best. There's no squabYarmouth (#3) play
bling for contracts... no
. . .
York (#6), their brand
il\icit
charter ro.: ......
of court theater promances ... no headline·~::~T:: :.~
vided no such embargrabbing misdemean...:'........
rassment. These basors to ruin the true
.',
ketball players were
";:... . .
sport.
... .".-...
good, executing noBelieve it or not, my
. ' .. '.
...,
look passes, behindyoungest son, Nick
, .
the-back dribbling,
(age 6) was so im. .
exquisite reverse twistpressed with the high
ing layups, monster
caliber of play that at
.
rebounds and rainbow
the game's conclusion
.' .
three-point shots.
he rushed out of the
As in all good drama,
stands, across the
the underdog won, to
court, and right over in
the tune of York 71,
front ofthe locker room
Yarmouth 45. The condoors, pen and paper
test was actually much
in hand, seeking high
closer; at the half York led the feed his teammates for easy school autographs. Don'tiaugh
Clippers 33-27. The fans were scores, If that doesn't work, - someday it will be worth a lot
loud and appreciative, adorn- Avery is prepared to go to the of money! And it made the day
ing both sides of the Augusta hole himself 13 points vs. Yay- for both the autograph hound
Civic Center court. Enthusias- mouth. A good basketball team and hounder.
tic followers sprung up from on any level requires a solid
their purple, orange and blue supporting cast and York is no Oh somewhere in this favored land the
moon is shining bright,
seats resonating thiscontagious exception. -Stephane Webster,
Somewhere
bands are playing, somefervor right up to the rectangu- a "small" center at 5'9", was
where
cheers
are light,
lar hanging scoreboard with the born to rebound, clearing away
Somewhere
players
smile and somered and orange neon lights.
opponents like he was taking
where
cameras
click
The Civic Center rewarded out a forest. If there is a quicker
There is joy in Augusta 'cause Avery
the Yannouth and York cheer- center in the tournament, I must
Smith signed for Nick.
ing sections with an impres- ha ve missed him.
sive refreshment row, boasting
The Wildcat forwards, soAs the state basketball tourenough goodies to rival inter- phomore Ian MacDonald and nament winds down toward
mission at a Barnum & Bailey senior bomber Ed Szczepanik its respective championships
circus. Cotton candy, popcorn, are fundamentally sound re- (in both boys and girls various
hot pretzels with mustard, Sno- bounders and passers who will classes) I offer you this wish.
cones and soda - all the essen- never be accused of being shy May your favorite high school
tial training table foods - were shooters (between them they team win ... or at leastIookgood
offered.
had more than30 points). When trying,
Perhaps a mystery that will Szczepanik (the only player in
never be solved is what hap- the tournament with two "Zs" Mike Quinn has been retained as
pened to the four seconds- at in his last name, or first name, sports columnist on the condition that
the start of the second quarter. for that matter) nailed an early he never, ever write another poem.
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Our pizza is prepared fresh
daily from dough made right
here in our kitchen.
Choose from any combination
of our fresh toppings or sink
your teeth into nothing but
cheese, cheese, cheese!
Also try our Gyro (yee-ro) sandwich: pita
bread filled with tangy spiced beef and
melted cheese. We have Greek Salads,
Pepper-Steak Subs, Spaghetti
Dinners ... All prepared fresh daily.

Take a il'e§h look at lUDch
1373 Washington Ave. at the comer of Allen Ave.,
near Northgate • 797-9030 • EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

PORTLAND
HOUSE OP PIZZA
);.

.
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Sunday River
Cross Country

~~.

Ski ~~~~~e

.

"... One of the best areas for
beginning cross country skiers .. _"
-Publisher of Cross Counlry Skier Magazine

Only I 1/ 2 hours from Portland
Season Passes & Gift Certificates available
For Information Contact

Sunday River Inn &
Cross COWltry Ski Center
. ' "
RFD 2 Box 1688
...~
Bethel, ME 04217
Tel. (207) 824-2410
,
•.

~
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critic's
choice

TIJUR! "Los Olvidados"

bJ· Luis Bunuel

':Night oj the Lh~ng
Dead" 1968
SAT' "Open City"
Italian
SUN' 'Joshua"
w/Fred WiJliamson
MON! "The Overcoat"
Russian, 1959
TIJES! "Breathless"
byJean-Luc Godard
WED! "FureuJeU to Arms"
1932 w/Gary Cooper
FRI!

Weeknights 11:00 p.m.

~

5E&---'
SURGICAL CENTER

HEMORRHOID
TREATMENT
Diagnosis and treatment of
Hemorrhoids, Condylomo (venereoI
wortsl, Ski n ond Foot Disorders
·Plonters worts'ond tattoo removal
Rapid Recovery • No lOxic Effects
Less Discomfort

LAS
E R
SURGI(Al CENTER

t~
772-4203

+

more

+~

__

BODY OUT
& LSIDE

The R.tired Senior Volunt •• r Pr0gram (RSVP) offers senior volunteers
(60+) many opportunities to use their
skills or learn new ones. RSVP is feder·
ally funded by ACTION and Southern
Maine Area Agency on Aging. The program is free and job training is always
provided. Volunteers are needed to help
a local theater group. read a Maine book
for the blind. be a fnendly visitor to a shut
in and helping to dewlop a marketing
plan for cottage industry products. For
further information on these and other
volunteer opportunities. call Priscilla
Greene at 775-6503.
M .. rch of Dim•• W.. lkAmerica walkathon is looking for volunteers to organize
the event which is scheduled for Apr 30.
The WalkAmerica Commitee meets
Thursdays at 11 am. Attendence by volunteers is not required. but is helpful. For
more information. call the Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Teen and Young Adult ClinicatMaine
Medical Center, Mondays 4-8 pm. Appointments are requested. but walk-ins
are welcome. For people ages 13-21. For
appointments or more information. call
871-2763.
Tran.upport is a non-profit. non-sexual.
social and educational peer support group
for transsexuals. crossdressers. theIr
families. friends and people interested in
gender issues. Meeting are held every
other Sunday at 6 pm. For more information. call 854-3528 or write to Transupport. P.O. Box t7622. Portland. 04101 .
Meditation for Women every Monday
at the Ouaker Meeting House, Forest
Ave. Portland. Guide<f meditation and
ritual. For more information. contact the
Feminist Spiritual Community at 7732294.
Th. AIDS Project. 5 MonumentSquare
(fifth floor). Portland. lists many support
groups around Portland for PWAs and
the lovers. caregiver and friends of
PWAs. For more information. call 7746877.

Maine Whit. Water Adv.ntu.... Slide
program featuring a variety of white water
opportunities available for the canoeist
and kayaker in Maine Feb 23. 7:30 pm at
the L.L. Bean Casco Street Conference
Center. off Rt. 1. Freeport Free and open
to the pUblic.
A Mld·wlnt.r Starwalk An evening
exploration of the heawns is part of the
Evening lecture Series at the Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham Notch
Camp Feb 25. 8 pm (a family style dinner
served at 6 pm). Free and open to the
pUblic. For more information. call 603466-2721.
Snowshoe Ori.nt_rlng Work.hop
Instructors will teach the intricacies of
reading an orienteering map. symbols
and signs of the field. plus helpful hints for
the novice snowshoer. The workshop is
being heldatthe L.L. Bean Fogg House in
Freeport on Feb 26, 12-3 pm. Cost is $5.
To register for either date. call 865-4761
ext. 7800.
Outdoor Adv.nture Photogr.. phy
Outdoor adventure photographer Peter
Lewis gives a slide presentation and discussion of his techni<Jues as part of the
Evening Lecture Senes at the Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham Notch
Camp Mar 4. 8 pm (a family style dinner
served at 6 pm). Free and open to the
public. For more information. call 603466-2721.
Wlnt.r Ecology Walk. are being offered through Mar 31 for community
groups at the Maine Audubon Society's
Gilsland Farm Sanctuary in Falmouth.
Walks are scheduled Tue-Fri between
8:30 am-3 pm. The fee is $2.50 per person with a minimum of $15 per group.
Reservations can be made by calling
Carol LeMere at 781-2330.

1375 Congress St., Portland
Me/VisalHealth Insurances,
Pre· paid Health Plans
I
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SPECIALS

YOUR CHOICE

• HADDOCK • SHRIMP • CLAMS
Served with French Fries and Cole Slaw

•

• LOBSTER ROLL
Served with Chips and Pickle

• SIRLOIN STEAK

YOUR CHOICE

With your choice of 1 Fried Seafood

• SCALLOPS • SHRIMP • CLAMS
Served with Potato or Pasta and Garden Salad
f•

•

Brunswick Sunday Runs Every Sunday 9 am at Brunswick Jr. High School.
Non-competive runs of four. six and eight
miles. For more information. call 7258680.
.
Boston Marathon Apr 27. 12 noon.
Runners must qualify over a certified
course before Mar 20. Entry forms are
available from Boston Athletic Association. 17 Main SI.. Hopkinton. MA. 01748.
Include self-adressed stamped envelope.
Annual Sugarloaf Marathon May 21.
7 am in Eustis. For information write Chip
Carey, Sugarloaf Marathon. R.R. 1. Box
5000. Carrabassett Valley, ME 04947 or
call 237-2000.
F... Shuttl. to Sunday River provided by Joe Jones Ski & Sports Shops
weekdays. except during school vacation. from Joe Jones on Western Awnue,
S. Portland. 8 am. Shunfe retums at 6:30
pm. For more information. call 761-1961.

Maine HIIndicapped SkIIng Annual
Skl·a·thon takes place at Sunday River
on March 18. Ski teams of fiw people are
still needed to obtain pledges on number
of runs made. orvemeal feet skied. Teams
will receive a t-shirt. a lift ticket, and an
invitation to the aprlls ski banquet Money
raised will support Maine Handicapped
Skiing. For more information, contact
Paula at 824-3018.
Deme ... Track Cla•• lc Feb 26. 9 am at
Bates College. Lewiston. For more information. call 748-5403.
Gom.m F .. mlly Swim Day Feb 26. 13 pm at Davan Pool. Westbrook Junior
High School. Cost is $1 per person.
Advanced Cooed Invitational Vol·
I.yball Toum.y (Bto B+ Level). sponsored by PAVE and Churchhill's Volleyball. Watch the "best' in-state teams plus
excellent out-of-state talent compete Feb
26. 9 am-5 pm at the SMVTI gym. S.
Portland.
Youth Fltne •• Cou.... designed for
teenagers ages 14-17. is being offered by
Lifeline beginning Feb 27. Session runs
for eight weeks. Mon and Wed 7-8 pm.
Sat 11-12 in the USM Portland gym. For
more information. call 780-4170.
Fly Tying: AtI .. ntic Salmon
Hairw,ng File. A demonstratIon of the
various techniques for tying effective Yarn Pictu... An arts and crafts workhairwing patterns Feb 28. 7:30-8:30 pm
shop for children ages 3-5 Feb 23 at the
at the L. L. Bean Casco Street ConferChildren's Resource Genter. 741 Stevens Ave .• Portland. Workshop is offered
ence Center. off Rt. 1. Freeport. Free and
at 10 am and 1 pm. The cost is $1 per
open to the public.
Exerci •• and Education for Bad
child. To register. call 797-0525.
Back Suff....... A six-week course Read·a·thon The 15th annual Multiple
ScierosisSociety Read-a-thon takes place
offered by Lifeline begins Feb 28. 5-6: 15
pm on the USM Portland campus. For
between throuah Mar 20. The MS Reada-thon is a natIonwide reading program
more information. call 780-4170.
that motivates children to read books and
Fly FI.hlng In B.llz.. L.. b .... dor.
Montana. and Maine A slide show
newspapers in their spare time in an effort
to raise money to fight mUltiple sclerosis.
highlighting Hy fishing plus tips on tackle
and techniques Mar 3.7:30 pm althe L.L.
Visit the Portland Public Library's
Bean Casco SI. Conference Center. loChildren's Room for more information .
Ice Skating at the Portcated off Rt. 1. Freeport. Free and open to Mltt.nf•• t
the public.
land Ice Arena Feb 23. 1-3pm. $1: limited
number of skates will be available for
rental. Winter Sports at the Riverside Golf
Course Feb 24. 11 am-2 pm. free: xcountry ski lessons(bring your own equipment). snowboard demo and clinic. downhill ski lessons (some skis will be proVided). For more information. call Port~d Aec at 874-8793.
Whirling Woodwind. A woodwind ensemble from the PSO presents a Kinderkonzert at the Italian Heritage Center
Mar 1-2. 9:30 am and 1 pm for primary
grade children. and 10:30 am for preschool child-en. The concert will focus on
pitch and rhythm using selection from
Joplin's 'The Entertainer.' Handel's
'Water Music' and Tchaikovsky's 'Nutcracker Suite.' Tickets are $1.50. For
reservations. call 799-5551.
Dazzling Dozen C.lebratlon A celebration of the Children's Museum's 12
years of service. 'A Dazzling Dozen
Sculpture Workshop' Mar 1.2-3 pm; Face
painting Mar 2-3. 3-4:30 pm; Magician
Phil Smith performs all day through the
museum Mar4. 1:30 pm-3 pm; Phil Smith
performs magic. juggling and mime Mar
5.10-11 am. The C~ildfen's Museum is
located at 746 Stevens Ave. Portland. For
more information. call 797-KITE.
Gymn •• tlc. for Children at Reiche
Community Center Gym. 166 Brackett.
Portland. Classes for kids ages8-12 begin
Mar 4. 10 am-12 pm and continue for six
weeks. Fee is $15 for residents. $25 for
non-residents. For more information. call
874-8873.
Afl'oAlgonquin Mixa.h..wn A member of the Mohegan American Indian tribe.
presents a program of music and myth of
ancient and contemporary American
Indian culture Mar 4. 11 am at the High
Street Church. 106 Pleasant. Lewiston.
Presented by LA Arts. Tickets are $3. For
more information. call 782-7228.
Magic Movem.nt Program provides
low impact exercise while developing
dance skills for children ages 6-10 at the
Riverton Community Center. Six week
program begins Mar 4. 1-2;30 pm. Fee is
$20 for residents. $25 for non-residents.
For more information, call Portland Recat
874-8793.
Little Racoons Ba.k.tball Wednesdays 3:30 pm at Riverton Community
Center for children ages 6-10. An introduction to the sport through instruction.
Intra-mural and travel games. Registration fee is $10. For more information, call
Portland Rec at 874-8793.
Storl•• for Kid. Portland Public Ubrary
(773-4761): Mon and Wed. 10:3Oamand
Fri. 10:30 am (puppet show); Riverton
Branch Library (797-2915): Fri. 10:30am;
Scarborough Public Library (883-4723):
Wed.10:3Oam& 1 pm (3-5yearolds) and
Tue. 6:30 pm (5-6 year olds); Prince
Memorial Ubrary. Cumberland (8293180): Wed. 10:30 am (2-3 year olds);
Thu. 10:30 am (3-5 year olds).
Flicks for Kid. althe Portland Public Ubrary in Monument Sq. For children of all
ages ewry Saturday at 10:30 am and
Tuesday at 3:30 pm. Free. For more information. call 773-4761.

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
Since 1957
521 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
Tel: (207) 883-9562

·FAMOUS HOMEMADE STUFFED BREADS·

• FISHERMAN'S PLATTER

Fabruarw 23,

•
FOR
DS
.9

425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

Each of the chips at the right stands for
a number that may (or may not) appear on
your bingo card. The airplane, for example,
IS a B-29. So circle 29.
We'd like you to circle as many of the
correct numbers as you can and indicate
the winning line.
Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
IT so there could be a $20 gift certificate
for Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or
tickets for two aboard the Longfellow
Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners will
be selected from among the correct entries
by a random drawing. Contestants are ineligible to win more than one prize in a
four-week span, and only one entry is
allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle
must be received by noon Wednesday,
March 1. The solution to this week's Real
Puzzle will appear in the March 9 issue of
Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best guess
to:

774-2091

r1i\ 14 17 44 49 66
~ 9

26

FREE

7 2445 57 64
~ 11 22 31 58 68

§
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.............

• PASTA DINNERS

53 74

~

The Real Puzzle #8
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

If it took you 45 moves to solve "Lots of
Luck," you're smarter than many of our
. readers. But not smart enough. You don't
have to move autos 3 and 5 to extricate a
black car.
The shortest solution is: 25, 26, 23, 24,
28,29,27,19,20,21,22,11,12,12,13,17,18,
28,29,23,24,30,31,27,11,16,9,10,1,2,4,
6,17,18,28,29,16, 1l,27,30, 31,25,26and
16.
(Some people count the last move twice,
but we don't hold that against them.)
Shortest solution: 43 moves.
Unfortunately, we don't have a prize
for the best incorrect entry of the week
whichgoesto V. HaughcyofPortland: "Ii
backs up and crushes 4 and 3. 16 is a
'Portland police car, and has 17 and 18
towed. 16 drives out. Total: 4"
We received only three correct entries.
First prize goes to Tod Donahue of Cape
Elizabeth. Second goes to Buzzy Gautreu
of South Portland.

• SUBS
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• FRIED DINNERS
• COLD DRINKS
• TAKE-OUT

~
~'"

• 1989 United Feature Syndicate.

MICHELOB DRY TRIED IT YET?

• 1989 United Feature Syndicate.

by Frank Gaziano
Did you know Michelob Dry is
brewed using a longer dry
brew method of brewing to
produce a beer that starts
bolder, finishes clean, reo
freshes completely
and has no after
taste?
Which player would
you say holds the record for scoring the
most touchdowns in
college
football
history ... Answer is
Walter Payton ... Payton set the all-Lime
NCAA record, which stilI stands,
when he scored 66 touchdowns
at Jackson State from 1971
through 1974.
Surprisingly, only one team in
the National Football League has

ever gone to the Super Bowl 3
straight years ...The only team
is Miami, which played in the
Super Bowl in 1972, '73 and
'74 .. .It's surprising that no
other team has made
it to the Super Bowl
3 years in a row - but
no other team ever
has.
Michelob Dry Tried it yet? We
think that you will
agree: one taste and
you'll drink it dry!
Did you know that
college football was played for
52 YEARS before there was
pro football in the National
Football League? .. College
football started in 1869 - but
the NFL didn't start until 1921.

The Multiple Sclerosis
Society, whose 15th
annual Read-a·thon
began this week at the
Portland Public Library.

Office and Industrial
Support Equipment:

• ONE POUND PRIME RIB DINNER
,,

Served with Potato or Pasta and Garden Salad
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED
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SOLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE
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TIlE WAREHOUSE

260 Commerelal S~ Portland, ME • 773.5677
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Ca.co Bay Weekly

Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds are the marketplace that

well over 16,000 active readers tum to flrat whenever
they're in the market for goods or services ... even real
estate, roommates, and relationships. To place your ad,
simply lill out the convenient 'do-it-yourself" form
appearing on this page, then mail or deliver ~ along with
payment to Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. If you have questions, please
call 775-6601 .

GRANT ST. Two bedroom
apt. Hardwood floors, stain
glass windows, large
kitchen, parking. References
and security deposit required. Let's talk 772-1003

WASHINGTON AVE.
Large one bedroom apt. Eatin kitchen, full bath, plenty of
storage. References and
security deposit required.
$365 plus utilities. Call 7721003

CLASSIFIED POLICY
Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept
cash, personal checks, money orders, VISA and
MASTERCARD. Consult the RATES in the AD FORM
below to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items
are listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for all
types of dassified advertising is Monday at 12:00 noon
for the following Thursday's edition. Ads received after
the deadline will be run starting with the next issue.
CBW will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with purely sexual
content. CBWwill not print full names, street addresses
or phone numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON
section . PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in their ad our
use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate information in AD
FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO
PERSON advertisers is kept strictly conlidential.
Casco Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
reluse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc.
CBW shall not be liable for errors of omissions in, or a
failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be
responsible, beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred.
Classified ads are not refundable.

emp oyment
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81 QUEBEC ST., beautiful two bedroom, one and half
bath condo, featuring fully
applianced galley kitchen,
DAlLR combo with Victorian
molding. Partial ocean and
city views. Second mortgage
available to qualified buyers.
$99,500- 761-2114
SALE BY OWNER Portland's Promenade East has
pool, tennis, sauna, security
guard, garage, tenth floor,
bay view, WIW, DIW, perfect
condition $115,000 (207)
761'{)626 or (718) 658-0423
late evenings

DESIGN CONCEPTS Co.
State wide personal design
consultants for new home
construction . Currently has
for sale, new 2,500 sq. ft .
hand crafted mahogany contemporary home in nice
country neighborhood. Just
20 miles to coast, commute
to the Augusta/Waterville
area (207) 426-9118
REASONABLE PRICES
Peaks Island. Quality, energy efficient homes available now thru June. Call
Mulkerin Associates . 7726992

CHILDREN'S ResourceCenter-not just for kids .
Wool skeins (40z-$1.00),
fabric, scented soap, country note cards, mat frames
and paper. 10% discount
with this ad . 741 Stevens
Avenue (797-.Q525)

COLLEGE STUDENT with
truck available to do odd
jobs. Veery handy and can
fix most anything . Excellent
references. Call anytime,
night or day. 781--4046

WEDDI NG Photography to
fit your budget. Call Joel
QUALITY Carpentry R.A. Bicknell 773-4449
LeBlanc Building, Remodeling and repair. Fully insured. CLEANING: From A to Z.
References . Call Ron For your business or office.
evenings. 829-4249
Competitive rates, dependable service. 767-Q021
INCOME TAXES prepared at reasonable rates.
Experienced , accurate,
prompt personal service. For
free estimate or appointment
call John Hudson. 772-11997AM- toPM seven days a
Safe· Prompt· Low Rates
EPA CertNled • Free Estimate
week.
State Licensed
BUSINESS SERVICES!
Port City
Place an ad in our dassified
Asbestos Abatement
section anytime and reach
Call us and BREATHE EASY
well over 16,000 readers for
767·0873
only $7!

Asbestos
Removal

ANY CLOSET
CLASSIFIED IN"EX

1(.] I

notices
person to person
recreation

IRELAND, Dingle Harbor,
for rent and vacation,
charming two bedroom
waterfront cottage. All conveniences. June, two weeks
for $880-July $1600 per
month-Sept. $400 per week.
207-.'338-.'3792

for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for r t . office
for rent. retail
for rent. vacation
for sale. commercial
for sale. residential

If you derive
regular income I
from Ihe subjecl(s) I
of your Classified Ad(s),
please use Ihe business rale. I
And thank you for choosinQ I
Casco Bay Weekly! I
(All Charges are Per W_k)
Individual
Business
S 5.00
S 7.00
$ 7.00
$ 9.00
S 9.00
S 11 ,00
S .15
S .21
$ 3.00

I

S 5.00

YARMOUTH-Temp
housemate needed to help
finish lease (June 23)
$212.50/util. Sunny house
coastal view (Cousrns Is.),
plenty of space, privacy.
Four rooms garage. Inhabitants friendly , cats allowed.
Non-smoker preferred. MlF
20-25 minutes from Portland. Sixty seconds from
shore . 846-5223. Doug ,
Jacquie, Dan.

HEADING SOUTH? Let
Casco Bay Week(y help you
find the perfect winter tenant
for your home. Call 7726672 to place your ad.

ULTRASONIC Humidifier
2.2 gallon, original packaging. excellent condition , $30.
Also selling Epson Dot-Matrix Printer (MX-80 III F/T)
"Serial Port", compatible with
most computers . $200 or
best offer. 774-4103

LYNDA BARRY and
"Emie Pook Comeek Fans",
now is the time to get on our
mailing list. We carry all the
books, T-shirts, and posters
created by Lynda Barry .
Send your name and
address to: Mad Poodle, Box
99093-CB, Seattle WA .,
ETHAN ALLEN dining 98199-0093
room set. 48" round table
extends to 72' plus 4 NEED FURNITURE? Why
captain's chairs. $400. Call not rent with option to buy.
TVs, furniture and appli772-2726
ances from Rent- A-Set Elm
St. Topsham, ME. 729-il637

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
:

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TOTAL WORDS: _____

BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN

+---

x _ __

FOUNDING FATHERS
SAY NO to prayers. In 1787,
during the Constitutional
Convention, The Founding
Fathers under George
Washington rejected a proposal for daily prayers at the
convention. Patriots- PO
Box 901 Portland, ME.

I

Not for publication:
I We need the following inlormation to prinl your ad. It will be held in strict confidence.

I NAME _________________________________~___
: ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE ______ ZIP _____
DAYTIMEPHONENUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Credit Card

_

Check _

Money Order

MaslerCard

Visa

Exp. Date _ _ __
Signalure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COMPLETIi THIS FORM &. MAIL OR DIiLiVER TO:

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/775-6601
187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102

..

Our sales staff is growing!
Ground floor opportun~y to join Greater
Portland's fastest growing weekly newspaper.
Applicant should be self-motivated, energetic,
personable and a team player. "you possess
confidence, the desire and abil~y to work with
the public and have a willingness to work hard
please call and/or send resume to Marg Watts,
CBW, 187 Clark St., Ptld., ME, 04102

OUR SPECIALTY IS STRIPPERS AND DANCERS FOR
BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE PARTIES AND All FUNCTIONS.

LIVE BANDS OF ALL KINDS

HELP WANTED
Women For Exotic Dancing!
Looking For New Talent All The Time

HOUSECLEANING, Let
us help you! No job too little
nor too big. $10 per hour.
State your needs. Call Pam
or Ingrid. 854--4302
HOUSE
PAINTERS,
Gardeners, Window washers. Advertise your services
on our classified pages for
only $7 a week. Call 7756601 anytime.

RESPONSIBLE couple
se&ks to house-sit in the
Greater Por~and area this
summer. Need to occupy in
early July. Length of stay is
flexible . Please call to
discuss, Deidre or Charlie
892--3841

PLACE YOUR NOTICE
on our classified pages and
reach the more than 16,000
people who read Casco Bay
Weekly! Call CBWs Classified Hotline: 775-6601 and
use your Visa or Mastercardl
Just say ' Charge It!" ...Hey,
MODELS: Women wanted
you're good at that!
for photography and video.
Top pay . Send photo or
composite and phone number. BOA Prod. Box 5341,
Portiand, Maine. 04101

I~I'E\f_

*_____________

I C A S C O BAY' 'VVEEKLY'I

I

Entertainment Booking Agency

Account $xecutive

SEWING, MENDING, Alterations. Hate mending or
perhaps no time? Need hems
fixed, broken zipper, popped
button? Need in a hurryJust call Susan at 854-2919
Reasonable prices.
CLEANING! PAINTING
Commercial and Residential.
Over 10 years experience.
In house and office cleaning
and painting . Excellent rates
and service . College graduates with references . Insured and bonded. Call 7618051

Computer Artist/Designer
Great opportunity for someone with initiative, selfmotivation and the ability to take a iob from concept to
completion . Responsibilrties include design and layout
of the cover, the cover story layout inside, the Calendar
centerspread and ads.
Macintosh design experience, preferably with Freehand
and Pagemaker, and solid mechanical skills a must.
Newspaper experience helpful. Also necessary is the
willingness to be part of a group effort.
If interested, call Cheryl Miller at 775-6601.

Distribution
We are looking for help distributing our papers. Must be
available between 3-9 pm Wednesdays and 9 am-I pm
Thursdays. If interested, call Gary Santaniello at 775-6601 .

notices
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TOTAL ENCLOSED

PAYMENT METHOD

MARTIN
ENTERPRISES

+---

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

30 Years In Business

ome services

Please read the CBW Cla •• lfled Polley before completing this form.
Wrile legibly or Iype, and use addilional paper if necessary.

I
I
I

(207) 775,7415

Light Office
and Janitorial
Clecning

I

HORSEBACK RIDING
classes for all ages, at all
levels. Also summer riding
camp . Carriage driving
lessons and seminars. Auditors welcome. You can
board and train your horse at
the Highland Dressage Center 77 Babbidge Road, Falmouth, ME. 797-il207

78 SANTANA 21' fiberglass sailboat. Full keel,
sleeps 2-4, main jib Genoa
Spinnaker, 4.5 Evinrude
trailer, jackets, dinghy~ooks
great, ready to sail ,
Brunswick, ME. $6000 729-

3804

TO HOUSE·SIT respon-.
sible non-smoker to housesit, dog-sit, and coal stove
sit, although the last is negotiable. March IS-29th, in
nice South Portland home.
Call 767-6110
YOU NEED IT. A want-ad
in Casco Bay Weekly can
help you find it. 775-6601.

au Itlons
ATTENTION Poets Writers
Performers :
Readers/Performers (women)
wanted for Sound Poetry
Performances (both local
and national) and Recordi ngs. Please call for aucition
appointment. Anne Witten
sound/performance poet
766-5568

A NO,PAIN, all-gain, allaround good deal is what you
get with a Casco Bay Weekly
classified. It's simple, cheap
and effective. What else
needs be said?

GORGEOUS CLASSIC!!!
1956 Jaguar MK I, 4--dr Saloon. Excellenl condition, 4speed manual, white, with
red leather and walnut interior. Original in every respect. Left hand drive, spare
transmission and other
parts, factory service manual and P.8rtinent pubs. Not
running, needs engine work
(available locally). A smart
investment in a rare
beauty:\best offer over
$4,500.865-.'3730
GREAT INVESTMENT. A
classic 1968 red VW Bug
convertible. Never used in
winter. Absolutely no rust.
New paint job. Appraised at
$6,700. Will sell for $4,500.
Call 871-0456(leave mes• sage)
RENAULT R,I2, 1976 four
door station wagon, front
wheel drive, off the road last
four winters, does not runlots of new parts ... make offer. 772-3192 Jackie
VOLVO 1976, 245 DL
Wagon, 120,000 miles, alot
of miles left, many parts replaced, plus valve and ring
job completed, l1Jleds minor
repairs, runs great. Call 8791941 in portland. Leave
message. Will show weekends. $1000 or B.O.

ROLFINGO is a system of
structural integration developed by Ida P. Rolf, Ph.D., in
the 1940,s to restore and
improve human physical
structure. As out of balance
parts of the body are brought
in to alignment, posture and
symmetry are improved;
stress is reduced; movement patterns become freer,
more fluid, efficient, and
graceful; breathing becomes
fuller and easier. Increased
awareness and emotional
relief are often experienced
as by-products of creating
deep changes within the
body. For some, the process
is purely physical; for others,
it can be a self-awakening.
For more information, or to
schedule a free consultation,
contact: Rob Coughlin 7725581-985-6760 or Noel
Clarke 582-4580

Putting our everyday

life In the context
of ancient wisdom.
Beginning March 2nd,
Thurs. from 2:00-4:00
---=-¢><=-Sponsored by

Dwinell and Han
Call 799-1024

CORE ENERGETICS,
Bioenergetic, Analysis,
Pamela L. Chubbuck, M.A.,
Certified Bioenergetic therapist, experienced Psychotherapist of twenty years
opens practice in Yarmouth.
Core Energetics is a Holistic
approach which unifies mind,
body, spirit, emotions. Individuals , couples, groups,
classes. Call for app!.. or
information. 846-0800
WOMEN: Does being in
love mean being in pain?
Learn how to change dysfunctional relationship patterns. Therapy group now
forming based on "Women
Who Love Too Much." For information call 871-9258
LIFE READINGS, channeling and tracitional therapy
for empowerment for people
in transition. Barbara Bartley, M. A. Certified Reiki
Practitioner. Center for New
Age Studies, Thompsons
Point Portland. 775-7135 or
802-436-2355

EIGHT WEEK seminar.
The Psychology of Religion.
Wednesdays at noon. Conducted by Dr. Paul Huss of
the C. G. Jung Institute.
Sponsored by Dwinell and
Hall. Call 799-1024

MUST SELL. 1972 BMW
2002 TIi. Excellent overall.
LOCI( .. ~
Very well maintained. Recent
over haul to brakes and IN ONLY ONE session
I 477 Congress. St., Suite 801,
Portland, Moone 04101
suspension. New stock rims you can have the skills you
An Equal Opportunity Emplo}'1!r
with Michelin MXV tires plus need to change how you feel
four Gislaved winter tires on about yourself. Learn to do
rims and a lot more. $6000 affirmations and change
your negative thinking . Call
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. value, sacrifice for $4900 .
883-3919 Marilyn
Arne 772-8328

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 772,091210A,MJO 4P,M,

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDERED AD) RATES
CALL .JOHN SHALEK AT CBW: 775-6601

I
I

~

Every day, allover America, more and more
companies are turning to Personnel Pool to
help them find quaIifie~ skilled peQPle to fill
temporary work asSIgnments. That's
because our exclusive Skillmatching..
System and Matchmaker.m process enables
us to find just the right person to fityour needs.
For over forty years, Personnel Pool has
been helping skilled people /fet the joh...and
helping companies get the Job done right_
'lb find out how Personnel Pool can help you
quickly fill your temporary staffing needs,
call us today.

Personnel
Pool.
An"....

ROOMMATE NEEDED.
MlF. Two floors of nice Back
Cove house. Loads of living
and storage space. $162.50
plus 1/4 utilities. 761-5812
evenings

ROOMY HOUSE: Fireplace, living room, dining
room, den. Quiet residential
area. Room with private bath .
Two females, one male
seeking either male of feTHREE FRIENDLY people male. $250 including utilities,
seeking a fourth to share a security deposit $250.
great house in Portland . Available March 1 797-8879
Fully applianced , yard,
parking, huge bedroom and M-F ROOMMATE wanted
own bath . $300 per month to share sunny flat, wood
plus utilities . Call July at 878- heated $250 plus 1/2 utilities
874-2855
3926 after 6

EMPLOYERS There is a
less espensive alternative.
Advertise your openings in
Casco Bay Weekly. The
response you get may
surprise youl

FOR CASEWORKER:
Challenging opportunity to
provide sellfement services
to refugees from Near East,
Southeast Asia and Eastern
Europe. Associate degree in
Human Services or equivalent required. BHingual or
cross cultural experience
desirable. Send letter and
resume to Cathy Ansheles,
Director of Services, Diocesan Human Relations Services, Refugee Settlement
Program, 107 Elm Street,
Portland, ME. 04101. Deadline March 8,1989 E.O.E.

..

NO MESS

roomma es

REAL ESTATE INDEX

- - ---1

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service

til_

eLOWCOST

ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales

biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, etc

i$ ill' it'l l

ANYWHERE

PART.TIME Administrator
needed for Portiand office of
the Maine Peace Campaign,
beginning March 1. !6
hour/week position responsible for office management, volunteer recruitment, and funcl-raising oversight. Salary range $5-9 per
hour depending on skills. To
apply, call 772-0080

I~I4tl·];'{·I~I4tl·];_

bod & soul

Freelance writer
Casco Bay Weekly seeks to develop ongoing
relationships with experienced freelance writers .
We assign news stories (UPDATES) and issueoriented cover stories on tight deadlines
If you have newswriting experience and would like
to be a part of this paper, please send photocopies
of your concise news and issue-oriented feature
Writing 10 Monte Paulsen, Casco Bay Weekly, 187
Clark St., Portland, ME 04102
Include your phone number. Do not include poetry,
fiction, anecdotes, raging editorials or columns on
highly-specialized subjects. Nothing will be
returned without a SASE.
What you see is what we are. If you like Casco Bay
Weekly and you can wr~e news - get in touch.

SOME CLAIM to love Jesus ... yet hate Jewish people. Some daim Israel... yet
think the Messiah is a liar.
Some claim the Holy Bible
causes hatred/should be
burned ... & that all 'races'
don't need eternal salvation
from he(!. The Bible says, 'If
SILVER BUICK Century CAY MEN'S personal we say that we have no sin,
1977. Ziebarted, stereo, new growth group. $10 per ses- we deceive ourselves, and
exhaust. Properly main- sion. Call 772-1307 for infor- the truth is not in us." (1 John
1:18) Jesus saves!
tained. $575 firm. Can be mation.
seen at 74 Revere St. located behind Dunkin Donuts
at Wood fords Corner. Call
874-2393

learnin

ALFA ROMEO. ClaSSIC
1978 Alfetta GT, black with
beige interior. Recent valve EASY FUN ART classes
job. Dual-cam , 2-liter. 5- for adults. Come and enjoy
speed. Pioneer stereo. Very water color and other art
good condition. $3,000. 985- materials in a supportive at7822 after 7pm.
mosphere. Classes begin
next week and run six
VW Superbeetle 1973. Car weeks. $60 includes art supruns, good chassis and plies . Limited space, call
engine. Body needs paint now for more information .
and light work, interior bad. 774--4103
Good candidate for restoration or kit car foundation . MAINTENANCE MEN
$500.883-4580
and mechanics: I will teach
you how to pick locks for the
PINTO 1980
73 ,000 low price of $19 .95 Mail to
miles. Good condition, $600. Pick Locks Box 4174A Portland, ME 04101 Instruction
Call 761 .0688 after 5pm
Picks
included .
and
FORD L.T.D. 1985, four
door, six cylinder, amlfm
stereo, air cond. , rear defrost, excellent condition .
$2500 774-6530 after 6pm

SOUND POETRY Workshop 7 weeks March and
April: breath, sound, words,
rhythm and tone, mUlti-voice
pieces: For information,
please call ANNE WITIEN
sound/performance poet.
766-5568

OUR READERS ARE
active
and involved .
Whether you're a major university or a part-time private
instructor with experience to
share, you should be advertising in LEARNING.

CHEVY CAMPER Van ,
1965, new valve job, good
tires, new heater and more.
Well maintained hobby. Reliable transportation , great
temporary sholter $700.
Mornings leave message
781--4350
DATSUN 510 wagon 1978
very reliable stickered, used
and loved. Asking $550 7741597
CHEVY CHEVETTE 1976
two door automatic, four new
tires, 80,000 miles, good engine, needs some work.
$350 or best offer. Call Leah
at 865-4558(evenings) or
865-6201 (day)
SUNBIRD (Pontiac) Red,
1987, sunroof, AC/alloy
wheels/good stereo . Low
miles-nice car. I now have a
car from my employer. $7000
or best offer. 772-il953
CAMERO,
T,BIRD,
Mazda. Buick ... selling your
car? CBW can do it!

MAINELY
FRIENDS
... A very affordable
match making service
for people of all life-styles. We offer low
prices and high quality
service. For more info.
can, or write to I'.O.B.

251, Augusta, ME. 04330

Free Info. Kit
1 ,7 pm Weekdays

626-0195

MARTIN ENTERPRISES
DATING SERVICE
~'tj., '
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Write for application: Send to
\0

'

PO Box 4174 Portland, ME. 04101
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PERSONAL
OF THE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinem~
TWO DELICIOUSLY captivating
professional SWMs early 30s.
Undeniably attractive, feverishly
. ~.
seductive, incredibly spontaneous,
fascinating and intelligent are
seeking two enticingly sensuous,
alluringly attractive females to
put up with us when we get this way.
tl you h_ oIoood .. odin Ihe CMoo Illy _ I y per_II, y_
ed l'outom01lCIIly .. _odin Ih. PERSOIIAL OFTHE WEEK con . .

wr. •• looklng1or .datMi .... tf_ti... witty .-.dfun.
Wlnn •• wtll recalwlMlr tldcllhln hm.fI.

for 1h.tw......

DWF not impressed by
money, family. Looking for
honest, sincere 60s male.
Dinners, concerts, theaters,
.40s music. rides, flea markets. Will pay my own way .
CBW Box 206
COUNTRY
ROADS,
mountain views, forest
trails ... If you like to' hike,
camp, canoe , x-c ski , explore, and you are a positive,
honest,· considerate, and
communicative SM, this
caring , appreciative SF 39
awaits your letter and friendship. I'm a non-smoker, animal lover and, politically
left.CBW Box 196

SWM SUBMISSIVIi'33,
attractive often in Portland,
seeks dominant, demanding,
woman for relationship on
your terms. PO Box 158
Eastport, ME. 04631
SWM 34 Tall, attractive,
serious bodybuilder looking
for attractive passionate female for physical fun. Photo
please. Send to PO Box
7598 Portiand, Me. 04112.

DWM 35, Good looking,
honest, considerate, would
like to meet attractive. not
over weight SlDWF for companionship/romance, maybe
more. If your tired of being
alone, as I am, then take pen
SWM EARLY 30. looking in hand and those lonely
for women 28-40 who loves nights could be ended. Photo
down-hill skiing, dancing, appreciated. CBW Box 204
non-smokers, hard bodys
and afternoon delight. I've ROSES ARE RED, violets
had it with the bar scene. are blue. I'm looking for a
Let's have lunch. Write PO partner. How about you?
Box 123, South Windham , Single mom. 30s. Intelligent,
Me. 04082
caring, cute,-but not thin. I
prefer open-minded menSWM EARLY 30s attrac- who can laugh. CBW Box
tive looking , would like 205
woman of the same 25-34 to
enjoy an evening of dinner
and dancing. Not looking for I'M A 21 year old, 6' tall ,
anything extra right now ex- attractive, straight acting
cept for a nice time. Inter- GWM presently enrolled in
ested? Write Box 15025, college and living in the
Portiand area. I 10nQ to meet
Portland, ME.
someone with the same inLESBIAN 33, attractive terests as myself. Someone
and bright, looking for pas- who knows what they want
sionate romance with a out of life and out of a
woman who is also attractive relationship. If you enjoy
and bright. I like woman who dancing, dining out, going to
look like woman. I am not at- the movies, walking along
tracted to masculine types. ( the beach, and are a true
I'm just being honest!) I'll romantique, then why
give my heart and soul to the haven't I met you yet?
right person. If you like can- CBW Box 209
die-lit bubble baths while
drinking wine, Joan Arma- TOO LATE for my birthday
trading, animal rights, howl- but this SWM, soon to be 33,
ing at the moon, and count- is looking for the lady of his
less passion filled nights life. An Engineer by day.
(and I do mean countless), songwriter/musician by
then I'd love to hear from night,1 seek a motivated, inyou (you do not have to like teresting , attractive woman
all of the above but some 25 to 36 for romance and
would be nice) Only the hon- promising relationship. ' And
est and sincere need to ap- the time refuses to stand
ply. This is a sincere ad. still. marching on like you
Please be sincere when re- know it will' Photo and phone
sponding. CBW Box 208
appreciated. CBW Box 210
GWM 26 6' 185 Ibs.
Business owner working
non- traditional hours, seeks
GWM 22-28 who has his act
together, is not into the bar
scene, and isn't convinced
he's GQ material. PO Box
2592 South Portland, ME.
04106

TWO
DELICIOUSLY
captivating professional
SWMs early 30s. Undeniably
attractive, feverishly seductive, incredibly spontaneous, fascinating and intelligent are seeking two enticingly sensuous. alluringly
attractive females to put up
with us when we get this way.
SWM 6'2' 28. Looking for a
SWF with a sense of humor CBWBox 184
who can enjoy herself anywhere, anytime. If you are FEMALE SOUGHT as a
into good times lets get to- roommate, MunlOY Hill. Must
gether and have some fun . not mind living with a bunch
CBW Box 211
of lesbians and our br.atty
cats. Helpful if you have no
SHY, SENSITIVE, intelli- pets and not much furniture.
gent, humorous and hand- Respond please : PO Box
some professional SWM 25 : 7685, Portland, ME. 04112
Coming out of my shell, recognize my inexperience and LIMITED OFFER: GWM
25, sometimes impetuous,
clean,
non-smok- always sincere, less than
ing/drugging WF 25--40 for perfect. Enjoys theater, muinstruction and tutoring. I sic, picnics and giving.
want to find out what I have Seeks honest person 22-.'38
been missing. Write and tell to lavish attention upon and
me what you'll teach me. share with. CBW Box 207
Phone number appreciated.
Let's meet! CBW Box 212
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THE SEARCH FOR THE

REAS

CLUE #5
Hickory, dickory, dock
on the corner stands a clock
that once timed trains
and now remains
to lead you east, and to the top.
Late Starters? Turn to page 21

THE CONTEST

PRIZES

It's easy to play. There are two parts:
1. The Weekly Riddle: A weekly riddle will appear on the Treasure Hunt page in
Casco Bay Weekly. Each week's clue also will be read on the air on WBLM 007.5 FM)
and on Portland's newest TV station, NTV (UHF Channel 24). The answer to each
week's riddle will be one of the businesses sponsoring the Treasure Hunt.
2. The Treasure Map: Once you solve that week's riddle, go to that sponsoring
location and ask for that week's piece of the treasure map. At the end of the 10-week
contest, you will have a 9-piece treasure map and a map legend. Once it's pieced
together correctly, you will have a map of Casco Bay. By using the legend and reading
the map, you will be able to find the location of the treasure: a location in Casco Bay.
And don't worry if you're a late starter - each week's correct location will keep extras
of their map piece for the entire contest.
Send your contest answer to Treasure I-Junt, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, ME 04]02. It must be received by noon April 12. A drawing will be held at
the conclusion of the contest, and the first correct entry drawn will win the entire
treasure, including a Carnival Cruise for two to the Bahamas from Hewins Travel ,
where vacations are HOT!
Employees and family members of Casco Bay Weekly, WBLM, NTV/Channel 24 and
I Tewins Travel are not eligible to win.

CONSULTANTS
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WHERE
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The grand prize is a Carnival Cruise for two to the
Bahamas from Hewins Travel, where vacations are
HOT! Other prizes include an ensemble of blueand white-striped luggage from Portmanteau; a
Papasan chair from Pier 1 Imports; a Sonesta Hotel
Theatre Package (two tickets to a show at the
Performing Arts Center, a double occupancy deluxe
room and breakfast, taxes and gratuities included);
a $75 gift certificate from Abacus Hanacrafters
Gallery; a $100 shopping extravaganza from Casco
Variety; a collection of the Academy Award-winning
"Best Pictures" of the past 10 years from Videoport;
a stylish Drizzle Partner pullover from Options; a
$50 gift certificate from HuShang on Exchange
Street; a $75 gift certificate from Dos Locos; a $25
g ift certificate from Squire Morgan's; a $100 gift
certi fi cate towards custom-made draperies at
The Custom Shop; and a Wristrock watch
from Conceits.
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Sponsored by VIdeoport, Options, The Top of the East, Casco Variety, Portmanteau, Pier 1 Imports, The Custom Shop,
HuShang on Exchange Street, Abacus Handcrafters Gallery, Squire Morgan's, Dos Locos and Conceits.

